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Abstract

In a world rampant with cyber crime, Intrusion Detection System(IDS) provides an

effective way to grapple with cyber attacks. An IDS is used to monitor the network

traffic and generate alerts for any malicious activities detected. In the IDS designed

by our research group, we provide the network constraints as a pattern that defines the

network packet sequence and network behaviour under an attack-free environment.

Any deviation to this pattern is detected by the IDS and a network alert is generated.

This specification of constraints is done using a Domain Specific Language(DSL).

The DSL that was earlier used as part of our IDS framework was a prototype designed

by Hasan et al. [8]. Though effective, it had shortcomings. For instance, it worked on

limited constraint specific patterns only. Secondly, it did not support use of domain

information not available in the packets. Furthermore, it was limited to specifying

the constraints only at the network level.

Thus due to the limitations of the previous DSL, we have extended the DSL so

that it could work against a wide variety of patterns. The new DSL is designed to

be more readable and easy to use for specifying constraints. It has also been effective

increasing the operator support for the purpose of evaluation of the constraints and

provides an easy look-up mechanism for domain information stored by the system.

This newly designed DSL can be used to specify constraints at the application data
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level along with the network level, thus providing the option to specify constraints to

read-write network data to a file. The source transformation language TXL, has been

used to generate C code as the output of the extended DSL. The constraint engine

of the IDS framework runs this C code to detect any anomaly within the network

packets. We have devised a two-step mechanism to ensure that the C code generated

is accurate. In this process we run the code against, first the packet capture(pcap) file

representing a normal scenario with no violations to the specified constraint and then

we run it against the pcap file with anomalous packet data. Correct count of failed

packets, generated by the constraint engine code for the latter pcap file conforms to

its accuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rise of malicious attempts to gain unauthorized control over the internet gives

the need to continuously improve network security. Cyber criminals all across the

world try to target internet resources, hardware and software components to cause

interruptions, commit fraud and gain access to private information. A cyber attack

can maliciously disable computers, breach computers as a launch point for other

attacks, or steal data. Cyber attacks include various practices like malware, phishing,

ransomware, denial of service.

Certain trends have been observed for cyber attacks. For instance, in software

supply chain attacks, malicious code is installed into the software by modifying and

infecting one of the core building blocks the software relies upon. Software supply

chain attacks can be further divided into two categories, first, where the attack is

targeted to compromise well defined targets, scanning their suppliers list in search of

the weakest link through which they could enter. In the second category, software

supply chains are used to compromise as many victims as possible by locating a weak

link with a large distribution.

Another trend that can be observed for cyber attacks is evasive phishing cyber
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attacks. Phishing is considered one of the most common forms of cyber attack tech-

niques that generally include evasive email scams.Evasive email scams are encoded

emails, images of the message embedded in the email body, as well as complex un-

derlying code that mixes plain text letters with HTML character entities. The goal

is to steal sensitive data like credit card and login information or to install malware

on the victim’s machine. The popularity of public cloud environments has increased

over the years without a substantial improvement in the management of cloud re-

sources due to which it has become a trend for cyber attacks. Cyber criminals target

the resources and sensitive data residing with these platforms. Cloud cryptomining

campaigns have increased with advanced techniques that are capable of evading basic

cloud security products.

Another popular trend among cyber attacks is attacks on mobile devices. Cyber

criminals are adapting techniques and methods from the general threat landscape to

the world of mobile devices. The exponential increase of people using banks’ mobile

applications, has witnessed an increase of malicious activities such as malware capable

of stealing payment data, credentials and funds from victim’s bank accounts.

1.1 Overall System Architecture

Despite the prevalence of cyber attacks, they are preventable with the correct im-

plementation of an end-to-end cyber security architecture. One important part of

the cyber security architecture is the intrusion detection system (IDS). An intrusion

detection system (IDS) can be defined as a software application or a physical device

that monitors a network for malicious activities or policy violations. Any form of
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malicious activity or violation is generally reported or collected centrally using a se-

curity information and event management system. IDS can be classified broadly into

two detection types,

1. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS): NIDS is a system that analyzes

incoming network traffic

2. Host Based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS): HIDS monitors important

operating system files.

There is also a subset of IDS types including Signature detection IDS and Anomaly

detection IDS. In signature based IDS detection, possible threats are detected by look-

ing for specific patterns, such as byte sequence in network traffic, or known malicious

intrusion sequences used by malware. These detected patterns are often referred to

as signatures. One major drawback of using Signature based IDS is that it is not

effective against detecting new attacks for which no pattern is registered. On the

other hand, anomaly based IDS are designed to detect and adapt to unknown at-

tacks, primarily due to the explosion of malware. This detection technique creates

a defined model of trustworthy activities and then compares new behaviour against

this trusted model.

Our research group has designed an anomaly based IDS that can protect a pri-

vate network with limited network protocols. Our anomaly based IDS is primarily

effective against command and control systems that have limited number of network

protocols [16]. The IDS designed by our research group is a constraint based intru-

sion detection system where each network packet is scanned to detect an anomaly

based on the constraints defined in a Domain Specific Language(DSL) [8] language.
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The packets that are within the constraints are considered showing “normal pattern”

whereas those packets that pose deviation from the constraints are categorized as in-

trusions or deemed as malicious packets. Constraint based IDS is implemented using

a popular form of data structure, trees. In the tree data structure, leaf nodes are used

to hold the value of the network packets. The constraints are then checked against

the network packet values held by the leaf nodes by performing logical operations.

In order to represent the constraints, a Domain specific Language(DSL) has been

developed called IBED. A domain specific language (DSL) is normally a small lan-

guage, primarily focused on a particular aspect of a software system [27]. In our

case it was used to represent network constraints and then used as an input to a

TXL [4] program to automatically generate the C code for the constraint engine.

DSLs are particularly popular because a well-defined DSL can be much easier to pro-

gram compared to a traditional library thus improving programming productivity.

The constraint engine code generated using IBED supports real-time performance

while ensuring the intended, normal behaviour of the target networks. Thus our

anomaly based IDS can be summarized into three levels of abstraction. First level of

abstraction includes the high level description of the network protocols along with the

constraints. Normally, they are written by network engineers. Second level of abstrac-

tion describes the mid-level specification of the constraints represented in an internal

DSL that is transformed from the first level of abstraction. The final level of abstrac-

tion represents the executable constraint engine code that can be auto-generated from

the internal DSL [17] to C code using TXL as the source transformation language.

TXL is a programming language that supports computer software analysis and

source transformation tasks. TXL works on the principles of unification, implied
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iteration and deep pattern matching. TXL is mainly used for structural analysis and

transformation of formal notations such as programming languages. However, it has

also been used for a wide range of applications, such as database schema translation,

VLSI layout, network packet analysis and security auditing to name a few. In our

case, TXL is used for auto-generation of specifications and code from one level of

abstraction to another of the IDS framework.

1.2 Thesis Contribution and Motivation

Our thesis work is focused on the mid-level abstraction of the IDS framework that in-

volves the representation of network constraints using the IBED DSL and automating

the generation of constraint engine C code representing the low-level of abstraction

to detect intrusions to the system. The contributions and the motivation are:

• Extension of Existing IBED DSL: The existing DSL was a prototype to

test a few constraints and so was very specific to those constraints. It lacked

readability, was not user friendly and had limited arithmetic, relational and

logical operator support for the evaluation of the constraint tree. It didn’t have

the capability to look-up domain information stored by the system. Therefore,

the main motivation behind extending the existing DSL to a new version was

to overcome these limitations. Our thesis work generalizes the IBED DSL to a

more easy to use version. The new designed IBED DSL has increased operator

support for constraint tree evaluation, can look-up domain information easily,

generalize the constraint specification for learn-mode of the IDS and clearly

specify the incoming packet type or sub-message type and the data types of
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the stored information in the tree. Specification for statements like If and For-

loops are more generic and closer to high-level specification as opposed to the

previous version of the DSL. The extended DSL now has increased readability

which marks as an important factor in the translation process of SCL(high-level

abstraction) to DSL(low-level abstraction). This is because when the interme-

diate level is more readable we will be more confident of the correctness of the

output of the translation when we generate the DSL from SCL. Also when the

input is clearly specified for C code generation from IBED DSL, we can better

realize it through C code. The new designed IBED DSL presented in our thesis

work can be used to specify application data specific constraints as suggested

by Ayesha et al. [1].

• Automated Constraint Engine Code Generation: For mapping of the

mid-level IBED DSL representation of constraints to low-level abstraction rep-

resented by the C code of constraint engine, we used TXL as the source transfor-

mation language. The main motivation behind this contribution was automat-

ing the conversion from IBED DSL to semantically and syntactically correct C

code. The new mapping also makes it possible to have nested if-statements and

loop statements, map the DSL operators to corresponding C operators for the

validation of constraint tree and read-write network data to and from files when

IDS is run in learn-mode. This generated C code realizes the concepts specified

in the new designed IBED DSL.

We validated our thesis work by writing IBED DSL specifications for two con-

straints C5 and C8 [17] and then generating the constraint engine C code for them.

The constraint engine is run on first the packet capture(pcap) files with normal packet
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pattern and then on pcap files with anomalous packets. The failed packet count con-

firms the accuracy of the constraint engine to generate alerts for malicious activities.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The structure of the following chapters of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides

the necessary terminology used in the thesis, technical background details followed by

related work for our research work. Chapter 3 describe the existing IBED DSL and its

limitations that led to its extension. We illustrated through listings the new designed

IBED DSL and how it is more generic than its previous version. Chapter 4 discusses

the auto-generation of constraint engine C code from the IBED DSL specifications

using TXL. The process of validation of our presented thesis work and the results are

discussed in chapter 5. In the last chapter 6, we draw conclusion for our thesis work

outline the scope for the future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides a description on some of the terminology used throughout the

thesis and technical background on topics associated for the understanding of the

thesis. Later the chapter briefly discusses some related work to our thesis.

2.1 Technical Terminology

This section of the chapter provides the lists of the terminology as used in the thesis.

2.1.1 Network Protocol

Network protocols lay down rules and standards to represent network routing between

two devices. That is, how the data would be formatted, transmitted and received over

the network. Some of the network protocols discussed in the thesis are Internet Group

Management Protocol(IGMP) and Real Time Publish Subscribe Protocol(RTPS).

2.1.2 Domain Specific Language (DSL)

Domain Specific Languages are designed to represent and solve the problems of a par-

ticular field. A DSL can be specialized to a particular problem domain, a particular
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problem representation technique, a particular solution technique, or other aspects

of a domain. A common domain specific language is SQL, that is used to access

and manage relational databases, hence solving a specific problem. Domain Specific

Languages often expand over time to include full-featured programming tools. For

example, XSLT was specifically designed for transforming one XML graph into an-

other, but now has been extended to allow for various forms of file system interaction,

string and date manipulation, and data typing. DSLs can be further divided into two

broad categories [27],

• External DSLs: DSLs implemented using an independent interpreter or compiler

are known as External Domain Specific Language, for example, LaTeX or AWK.

• Embedded DLS: Such DSLs on the other hand are typically implemented within

a host language as a library and tend to be limited to the syntax of the host

language.

For the intrusion detection system(IDS), the DSL designed is to solve the purpose of

specifying network protocol constraints.

2.1.3 Grammar

A language is based on certain set of rules that defines its structure or syntax. In

this thesis the DSL designed is also governed by a grammar according to which the

network protocol constraints can be stated.
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2.2 Technical Background

2.2.1 Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

The Intrusion Detection System (IDS) Framework is a robust constraint based system

designed by Hasan et al. [9] that supports real-time detection of intrusions for safety-

sensitive networks such as Air Traffic Control(ATC) systems [17]. The key feature

about these network systems are that they show regular patterns in terms of the

queries, responses, and commands involved in their network traffic. These patterns

can then be predefined and specified as a set of logical constraints which in turn are

used to detect potential intrusions if the system’s network traffic deviates from these

already stated constraints [17].

IDS Architecture

The IDS framework mainly constitutes of two parts:

• Packet Parser

• Constraint Engine

Both of these parts of the IDS framework are automatically generated from a

protocol specification document provided by the Network Engineers in a language

called SCL(Syntax Constraint Language) [12] that uses ASN.1-based notations. SCL

allows modular description of multiple protocols in terms of the syntax and semantics

of their network traffic packets [17]. The packet parser parser [6] examines the network

packets and authenticate their structure. It also translates these network packets into

a ready to use form by the constraint engine.
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The constraint engine caches network information from incoming packets as per

the network protocol constraints specified and is then responsible to verify any diver-

gence the later packets can show. This way constraint engine detects any intrusion to

the network system. This cached data is also destroyed once it is no longer needed.

Network Packets
Network Packet 

Parser

Constraint Engine

Intrusion Detection 

Alerts

Network Protocol 

Specification

Constraints

Figure 2.1: IDS Framework Architecture

Constraint Tree and Life Cycle Stages of a Constraint

Every network constraint given as an input to the constraint engine can be represented

in the form of a tree-like structure called a constraint tree. The non-leaf nodes of the

constraint tree are usually operators that operate on the network data as present in

the leaf nodes of the tree. This network data is filled by the information carried by

the network packets or facts based on the protocols or constants that need to equated.

This network constraint tree goes through four stages in its life cycle. These

stages determine then when the tree is created ,when it is filled with the data, when

will it be evaluated and finally be destroyed after it is no longer needed. The stages
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are triggered by the packet type or sub-message type of the incoming packet of the

network protocol. The four stages as proposed by Hasan et al. [8] is as shown in

figure 2.2:

Destroy (D)Evaluate (E)Bind (B)Instantiate (I)

Figure 2.2: Constraint Tree Life Cycle Stages

1. Instantiate (I) : It is the starting stage for a constraint, where the constraint

tree is created and the information is filled from the relevant incoming packet

that triggers the Instantiate phase. The tree is stored in the Instantiate phase

hash table for next phases to find it.

2. Bind (B) : This stage is only used if multi-packets are involved in the constraint

under consideration. It looks up for the constraint tree already created in the

Instantiate(I) stage and adds more data to the tree. If it fails to locate the tree,

it indicates a failure to the constraint engine. The tree is stored in the Bind

phase hash table for the next phase.

3. Evaluate (E) : It also looks up the constraint tree and evaluates the tree based

on the operators and data in the tree. It flags error or failure in both cases, if

the evaluation fails and also when tree can’t be found.

4. Destroy (D) : This stage decides when to release the constraint tree data or

delete the entire tree and thus aims to achieve memory optimization.
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In the presented research work in this thesis, the DSL designed to specify the network

constraints is named as IBED(Instantiate, Bind, Evaluate and Destroy) based on the

four phases of the constraint tree life cycle.

2.2.2 TXL : Source Transformation Language

TXL is a rule based functional programming languages that takes an input and trans-

form it based on the rules provided to it. Every TXL program consists of two parts:

• Grammar-This constitutes structure or the specifications of the input and out-

put that forms the building blocks of the pattern to be matched.

• Transformation Rules-This is a set of patterns which are matched to the pro-

vided input. It also then specifies the replacement of the matched pattern. It

is thus responsible for generating the translated output.

TXL PROGRAM

Input 
Language 

Code

TXL 
Processor

Output 
Transformed 

Language 
Code

Transformation 

Rules

Input 

Grammar

Figure 2.3: TXL used as source language transformation
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Every TXL program passes through the three stages as presented in the figure 2.4

while it generates the output for the given input. The input is first parsed into a

tree-like structure and so the starting phase is called the parsing phase. This parsed

tree in the second phase then uses the conversion rules and produces an another tree

called the transformed tree. In the final stage, the transformed tree is then unparsed

to give the final output.

In the presented thesis work, TXL is used to generate the hash tree structures of

the network constraints written in the DSL language. It is also used to produce the

C language code from the specified DSL for the constraint engine.

Parse

Transform

Un-parse

Input Text

Parsed Tree

Transformed 

Tree

Output 

Figure 2.4: The three phases of TXL Program

2.3 Related Work

With the increase of malicious acts on the network to gain unauthorized access to

digitally transferred information, extensive and intensive research work has been done

to detect intrusions on the network. In this section we discuss related work done in

the IDS domain and around the DSL specification of constraints.
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2.3.1 Related Work around IDS

There are two main categories of the NIDS(Network Intrusion Detection System)

namely [23]: Signature Based NIDS(S-IDS) and Anomaly Based NIDS(A-IDS). S-

IDS uses a pattern matching technique where events occurring in a network system

are compared to a defined pattern or signature that corresponds to an attack.On the

other hand in A-IDS [7], we describe the normal behaviour of the system and any

deviation from it or abnormal behaviour is deemed as an intrusion. Since the S-IDS

are effective in detecting known attacks, the syntax of the signature describing an

attack can be changed easily so they are easy to by-pass than A-IDS.

PAYL [24] and POSEIDON [3] are two popular A-IDS that build a statistical

model describing the normal network traffic and generate alert if any variation from

the defined pattern is detected. Our research work also uses the anomaly based IDS

where we specify constraints describing the healthy network pattern and alert the

system if any abnormal behaviour is observed [9].

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) detects the presence of intrusion in the network.

It is designed to monitor the network traffic and respond if an anomaly is detected.

Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), is capable of detecting any anomaly in the com-

puter network as well as taking the necessary actions to prevent them. Snort [22] is a

powerful Intrusion Detection and Prevention system(IDPS) that provides an easy way

to write rules to either block the packets or to simply alert the network administrator.

Snort works based on three different modes: Sniffer mode, Packet Logger mode,

and Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) mode. The most common mode of

using Snort is, Snort under NIDS mode. In NIDS mode, it works on a set of rules

that are used to detect intrusion into the network. Snort under NIDS mode provides
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the option to drop, reject and block the anomalous packets as part of the action to

prevent intrusion. Snort can be used in combination with NTOP [15], to provide a

good model for the Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Snort under NIDS mode can

be configured with Splunk Technology to prevent intrusion as well as maintain a log

of the dropped packets [10].

Khamphakdee et al. [11] use an analytical approach to improve Snort Rules. Most

of the rules are based on the relationship between packets and the environment similar

to our learning mode constraints. It is more difficult to specify rules for multiple

packets.

Artificial Intelligence can be used for designing better rules for the Network based

Intrusion Detection Systems. Otoum et al. [14] compare several AI techniques to

identify intrusions for a generalized data set representing intrusions on a military

network. McGaughey et al. [13], Elsayed et al. [5] and Sarker et al. [21] all use AI

techniques to characterize network intrusions.

Dongyan Zhang et al. [29] used Data Plane Development Kit(DPDK) framework

that works along with SNORT [22] to improve the anomalous packet detection effi-

ciency for large volume of packets. Since DPDK adopts a polling method to realize

data packet processing which provides an efficient method to process data packets at

the application layer. In contrast, our IDS is a full computational model of all data

packets.

All of these approaches focus on general network traffic which are more dynamic

in a way that users can add or remove network protocols. Our constraint based IDS

uses static command and control network of known protocols so we build a model

based on that and any deviation from it is alerted by the IDS.
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Berthier et al. [2] use a constraint solver to validate traffic to smart meters on an

electrical Grid. They define a set of security specifications and security policy and a

formal state model. They use a python program to parse and check the formal state

model. Our approach uses independent constraints between packets instead of a state

model. It is also modular allowing multiple protocols to be assembled.

2.3.2 Related Work around the Use of DSL for IDS

The NeMODe system [20] is an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) that works using a

declarative Domain Specific Language (DSL). The DSL is used to describe network

intrusion signatures using constraint programming [19]. The DSL translates the pro-

gram into constraints that are solved using several techniques including Gecode [26],

which is a Constraint Based Local Search and Propagation-based system and Adap-

tive Search. In Signature Based intrusion detection, intrusions are described based on

their signatures. The signatures can be further defined as the particular properties of

network packets used by the intrusion. The properties are taken as a reference to look

up the network traffic to find the desired intrusions. In Contrast to NeMODe [20],

our research group has used an anomaly based Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

where DSL is used to specify constraints describing a “normal behaviour” of the

network system. The DSL used in NeMODe provides an efficient and easy way to

describe network attack signatures using constraint programming. The DSL solves

as the front-end to the two back-ends; (1) Gecode constraint solver; and (2) Adaptive

Search Algorithm. Based on the results, it is observed that Gecode usually per-

forms better than the Adaptive Search. It has been concluded that though powerful

Signature-based Intrusion Detection Systems, like Snort [18] exist, NeMODe provides
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the relation between the network packets that are part of the attack while maintain-

ing the expressiveness used to describe the problem. As part of the future work, DSL

needs more flexibility to handle more types of intrusion signatures.

2.4 Summary

In this section, we defined some of the basic terminology that will be used throughout

the thesis. An introduction of the IDS Framework explaining its architecture was also

presented. All the phases in the life cycle of the constraint given as input to the IDS

are briefly explained. This chapter explains how TXL programming language can be

used as a powerful tool to convert the source language into a desired output based

on the source language grammar and transformation rules provided as an input as a

TXL program.

Later, we went onto to explore some of the related work associated with our thesis

project.
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Chapter 3

DSL Language Extension

Network constraints are used to specify the facts, fixed constant values and what pat-

tern and association the incoming network packets of the protocol under consideration

will be showing conventionally without any intrusions. Any abnormal behaviour in

the pattern is deemed as an alert in the IDS framework and a violation of the network

constraint. These network constraints therefore form an important input to the IDS

Framework and are written by the network engineers. The IBED DSL used to specify

the network constraints. This DSL then makes it possible to generate the low-level

C programming code that is finally run to alert the network system of any deviations

from its normal behaviour.

In this chapter, we take a look at the existing DSL language used for specifying

the network constraints for the IDS framework and discuss some limitations. On the

bases of these limitations, the existing DSL was extended. This chapter includes the

generalization of concepts of the newly redesigned DSL with all the additions made

and the grammar defined for it. It also lays down the base for the next chapter where

we provide details regarding the translation of this extended IBED DSL to C code.
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3.1 Existing IBED DSL and Limitations

3.1.1 IDS Abstraction Levels

As mentioned by M.S. Rakha et al. [17] the IDS has three levels of abstraction imple-

mented for the description of the network constraints. These levels are as presented

in figure 3.1

SCL

• High Level Abstraction - Written by Network 
Engineers

DSL

• Mid-Level Abstraction - Generated from high-
level language SCL specified constraints

C Code

• Low-Level Abstraction - Generated from the 
internal mid-level DSL representation

Figure 3.1: IDS Abstraction Levels

The network constraints are first written by network engineers in SCL [12] us-

ing ASN.1 descriptive language notations. This forms the high-level abstraction or

representation of network constraints. Eventually, the goal is to automatically gen-

erate the mid-level abstraction in the form of internal DSL from SCL. The low-level

C code is then auto-generated from the internal DSL representation of the network

constraints [17]. All these generation from one level to another is automated that

makes the IDS framework more consistent.
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In the next sections we explore the existing IBED DSL as the internal representa-

tion of the network constraints used by the constraint engine and the need to extend

it to make it more generic by adding more capabilities to it and also improvising on

the existing ones.

3.1.2 IBED DSL Representation

The internal representation of the network protocol constraints using IBED DSL can

be correlated to the life cycle stages of the constraint tree as proposed by Hasan et

al. [8] and its blueprint is presented in listing 3.1. To elaborate the above statement,

the constraints specifying the pattern of the incoming network packets using the

IBED DSL consists of four clauses where each one of it corresponds to the phases of

constraint tree, i.e. Instantiate(I), Bind(B), Evaluate(E) and Destroy(D) in the same

order. The bind phase only comes into picture when multi packets are involved and

that their information needs to be added to the constraint tree for evaluation. Every

constraint ends with the keyword END

Listing 3.1 Existing IBED DSL Blueprint

1 CONSTRAINT ID

2 CONSTRAINT_TREE_SKELETON

3 INSTANTIATE /* (I) */

4 CLAUSE_STATEMENTS

5 BIND /* (B) */

6 CLAUSE_STATEMENTS

7 EVALUATE /* (E) */

8 CLAUSE_STATEMENTS

9 DESTROY /* (D) */

10 CLAUSE_STATEMENTS

11 END

Every IBED DSL constraint specification starts with the first line with the keyword
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CONSTRAINT followed by the unique name given to the constraint. The next line

describes the expression tree skeleton. It mentions the operators and operand names

or constant values which forms the leaf and non-leaf nodes of the tree. The tree nodes

are given values from packets in subsequent statements in the clauses. It is evaluated

when the evaluate(E) phase is triggered. The tree is deleted for memory optimization

when it is no longer required by the destroy(D) phase.

Constraint Example

The above representation in listing 3.1 can be explained by taking an example (list-

ing 3.2) of a constraint named C5 in the proposed IBED DSL representation by MS

Rakha et al. [17]. The constraint C5 states that all participants to be considered

subscribers and publishers must join at least one of the IGMP multicast group by

sending their membership reports to specific group addresses [17].

Constraint ID and Tree Structure Statement

In our example presented in listing 3.2, the unique identity given to the constraint is

C5. Next comes the tree skeleton as described line 3-4 in listing 3.2.

V(AND(EQ(SrcIPAddressNewJoin, SrcIPParticipant),

EQ(GroupDestIPToBeJoined, DestIPParticipant)))

The tree skeleton statement above consists of leaf nodes namely:

• SrcIPAddressNewJoin

• SrcIPParticipant

• GroupDestIPToBeJoined
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Listing 3.2 Existing IBED DSL code for C5 proposed by MS Rakha et al. [17]

1 CONSTRAINT C5 /* Constraint ID */

2 /* Constraint Tree Expression for C5 */

3 V(AND(EQ(SrcIPAddressNewJoin , SrcIPParticipant),

4 EQ(GroupDestIPToBeJoined , DestIPParticipant)))

5 INSTANTIATE

6 IGMP Packet.Type is V2Report

7 if not SEARCH Packet.srcIP , IGMP.groupaddr :Hash=hashIC5

8 Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = Packet.srcI

9 Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = IGMP.groupaddr

10 Key = Packet.srcIP , IGMP.groupaddr

11 HashInstantiate = hashIC5

12 endif

13 BIND

14 RTPS FULL_RTPS.Type is DATAPSUB

15 REPEAT

16 HashInstantiate = hashIC5

17 KeyInstantiate = Packet.srcIP , Packet.dstIP

18 Tree.SrcIPParticipant = Packet.srcIP

19 Tree.DestIPParticipant = Packet.dstIP

20 Key = Packet.srcIP

21 HashBind = hashBC5

22 EVALUATE

23 RTPS FULL_RTPS.Type is DATARSUB Or FULL_RTPS.Type is

DATAWSUB

24 HashBind = hashBC5

25 if SEARCH Packet.srcIP :Hash=hashBC5

26 EVAL Packet.srcIP

27 endif

28 DESTROY

29 IGMP Packet.Type is V2Leave

30 if SEARCH Packet.srcIP:Hash=hashBC5

31 HashBind = hashBC5

32 Key = Packet.srcIP

33 endif

34 END

• DestIPParticipant

The leaf nodes are operated on by the operators that are the non-leaf nodes of the
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tree i.e., AND and EQ in the above example. AND stands for the logical and operator

and EQ tests for the equality of the fields provided to it as operands. The V in the

listing stands for Violation which means if the tree evaluation fails constraint engine

of the IDS framework will generate an alert. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of how the

evaluation tree structure will look like for constraint C5.

AND

EQ EQ

SrcIPParticipant DestIPParticipantGroupDesIPTo-

BeJoined

SrcIPAddress-

NewJoin

Figure 3.2: C5 Tree Skeleton

IBED Clauses and Clause Statements

Each of the phases start with the keyword stating its name : Instantiate, Bind,

Evaluate or Destroy. Every phase is triggered by the specified packet type or by the

submessage of the packet type. So the order of first IBED DSL clause statement after

the phase name keyword is : protocol name, packet type and sub-message of packet

type.Below is one example where we specify V2Report is the packet type of IGMP

protocol as in listing 3.2 line 6.

IGMP Packet.Type is V2Report
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The other example is of protocol RTPS as in line 14 of listing 3.2.

RTPS FULL_RTPS.Type is DATAPSUB

Each packet of RTPS protocol consists of a header and multiple sub-messages. So

while writing out the constraints, the sub-message type of the packet should be spec-

ified so that phase is triggered by the right packet of RTPS protocol. Here,DATAPSUB

is the participant sub-message type of RTPS protocol. Some cases are that we can

select either of the sub-message type of the packet using the operator Or. This is

specified as below:

RTPS FULL_RTPS.Type is DATARSUB Or FULL_RTPS.Type is DATAWSUB

Tree Assisgnment Clause Statements

Every tree that is built according to the tree skeleton statement needs data that is

provided by values from the incoming network packets or by some protocol specific

information whose packet type triggered the phase. These are referred to as the tree

assignment statements and an example is provided below as picked from lines 8-9 from

listing 3.2. Here the tree field SrcIPAddressNewJoin and GroupDestIPToBeJoined

are filled by V2Report packet data and IGMP protocol field groupaddr which is the

IP address of the multi-cast group

Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = Packet.srcIP

Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = IGMP.groupadd
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Hashing Clause Statements

The tree that is built in each phase needs to be hashed for other phases or particularly

for the evaluation phase when it pulls the tree and its values to do the validation of

the constraint. The hashing takes place by specifying the hash table name for the

constraint tree stored and the keys by which it is accessed. The hashing statements

follows the structure as in listing 3.3. The angular brackets refer to the type of the

data provided by the network engineer.

Listing 3.3 Hashing Statement Structure as proposed by MS Rakha [17]

1 Key = <Keys >/* Packet or protocol data used as hash keys*/

2 Hash <PhaseName > = <HashTableName > /*Hash table name and the

phase name for which the hash table is built */

Using listing 3.3 the example for hashing statements is presented below. Here we used

the source IP address of the packet and the multi-cast group address of the IGMP

protocol as the keys for the hash table we built for the Instantiate phase. The name

of the hash table is hashIC5.

Key = Packet.srcIP , IGMP.groupaddr

HashInstantiate = hashIC5

It is to be noted that when the constraint tree instance hashed in the hash table

of any of the previous phases needs to be looked up in a phase, the hash statement

skeleton is as followed as presented in listing 3.4.

An example of hash look up skeleton provided in listing 3.4 from listing 3.2 is given

below where we perform lookup in the Bind phase, for the tree hashed to the hash

table(hashIC5) of Instantiate phase using the key(Packet.srcIP).
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Listing 3.4 Hashing Statement Structure as proposed by MS Rakha [17]

1 Hash <PhaseName > = <HashTableName >

2 Key <PhaseName > = Keys /*any of Packet or protocol data

used to hash*/

HashInstantiate = hashIC5

KeyInstantiate = Packet.srcIP , IGMP.groupaddr

Also, if at any point a phase is unable to fetch the hashed tree from previous phase,

it is deemed as a failure of the network constraint and an alert is generated.

If Conditional Statement

The if statement in existing DSL is used to search for packet or protocol data if it

has already been hashed into the tree. One of the examples of the if statement is

presented by line 7 in listing 3.2 and as given below. SEARCH keyword is used followed

by the search keys and the hash table name from which the data needs to be searched

for. If just the data needs to be searched, the hash table name is omitted and the

search keys are given as arguments to the “if SEARCH” statement. The keyword

not after the If keyword is optional and an else clause can be also be added, both

depending on the use case of if statement.

if not SEARCH Packet.srcIP , IGMP.groupaddr :Hash=hashIC5

Another use of if statement is when a constraint is written to run the constraint

engine in “learn” mode where it just writes environmental values needed to learn for

later use. The format is to use the LEARN keyword followed by learn data.

if LEARN (learndata)
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Switch-Case Conditional Statement

Some constraints require different DSL statements depending on what packet type

or sub message it is triggered by. To resolve this the keyword switch is used and

the case specifies the value of the switch argument. Listing 3.5 is a code skeleton of

switch-case statement.

Listing 3.5 Switch-Case Statement Structure as proposed by MS Rakha [17]

1 <phaseName >

2 <protocol name Packet type specification statement >

3 switch(switch_var)

4 case var_value1:

5 <Clause_Statements >

6 case var_value2:

7 <Clause_Statements >

An example 3.6 using the listing 3.5 as proposed by [17] in Instantiate phase to switch

between IGMP packet type: V2Report or V3Report is given below.

For-Loop Statement

The above listing 3.6 also uses for statement in line 8, where it uses the keyword

loop for followed by the key or data to be looked for in an union of records. The

in keyword is used for followed by the union structure type field in which the key is

searched for. In line 8, group address of the IGMP multi-cast group is searched for

in grouprecordinfo that holds several data.

In this section we explored the existing IBED DSL representation by citing ex-

amples of several phase clause statements(If,for,assignment,switch). The next section

we will look at some of the limitations the existing IBED DSL specifications has and

why there is a need to generalize it.
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Listing 3.6 Switch-Case Statement Example C5 as proposed by MS Rakha [17]

1 INSTANTIATE

2 IGMP Packet.Type is V2Report Or Packet.Type is V3Report

3 switch ( Packet . Type )

4 case V2Report : /* Case Logic */

5 if not SEARCH Packet . srcIP , IGMP . groupaddr : Hash =

hashIC5

6 endif

7 case V3Report : /* Case Logic */

8 loop for groupaddr in IGMP . grouprecordinfo

9 if not SEARCH Packet . srcIP , Iterator.

groupaddr : Hash = hashIC5

10 endif

11 endloop

12 endswitch

13 /* Followed by other DSL statements and Phase Clauses*

14 END

3.1.3 Limitations of existing IBED DSL

The existing IBED DSL provide capabilities to represent the network constraint pat-

terns but there are few capabilities that can be added to it and also some draw-

backs that can be worked on which will make IBED DSL more generalized, easy to

understand-increased readability, more closer to high level programming languages

so user friendly and increased functionalities. We draw the inspiration from some of

the high level generalized languages like Turing and Java to design and extend the

existing DSL. Some IBED DSL findings were also proposed by A. Baber et al. in her

thesis work [1]. Some of the these limitations are as follow:

Limited logical operator support for tree evaluation

The tree skeleton statement used for evaluation of the constraint have limited operator

scope. It can only use : AND(&&), OR(‖), EQ(==), NEQ(6=). So tree skeleton
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IBED DSL statements fails for the below generic evaluation example when comparison

such as GT (> greaterthan), LT (< lesserthan) are required.

V(AND(GT(categorySpeed, 3200),LT(categorySeed, 4200)))

Limited mathematical operator and expression support

The mathematical expressions couldn’t be placed as operands to the tree. So expres-

sions like (example below) couldn’t be written due to mathematical operators like

+,−, ∗, / not supported.

V(AND(EQ(categorySpeed, 3500+30),EQ(AltitutdeDist, 1800*10)))

No constant string and number comparison support

There is no scope for operands having string constant or number constant as values

for comparison while using with any operators. So a tree evaluation skeleton like

below is not valid a statement as per IBED DSL.

V(AND(EQ(category,A),EQ(AltitutdeDist, 1800)))

No specification of the data type of fields

There is no specification in the existing IBED DSL for stating the type of data

of including both tree keys used as operands and also for the packet and protocol

information used to fill in the tree keys. Mentioning the data type whether it is

uint32 t, int, boolean, string provides not only more information about the fields and

the type of data hashed but will also make the code more readable.
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No lookup support for external domain data

Some constraints require evaluation to be done against some external data that is

not derived from packet data or protocol facts. The existing version of IBED DSL

doesn’t support the functionality of lookup from external defined tables.

No nested statements support and limited scope of if statements

The existing version of IBED DSL doesn’t support the if-else if-else structure of the

if statement. Due to this, the translation to C language of the inner if condition isn’t

possible. Also the if statement is limited to searching for hashed values in the tables.

It needs to be extended to support function calls as a condition for if statement.

These were some of the IBED DSL limitations and extensions that are required

for a more generalized version that is more readable, easy to understand and “user

friendly”. In the next sections we will explore the extended IBED DSL for the new de-

signed features and generalization of the DSL done to overcome the above mentioned

drawbacks.

3.2 New IBED DSL Design Specifications

We redesigned the existing IBED DSL and this section will visit the new design

specifications. The extended new version also made the translation to C programming

language more consistent. The overall structure remains the same with the network

constraint beginning with the keyword CONSTRAINT followed by the unique identity

given to it. Throughout this section all extensions made to IBED DSL will be made

presented by using the example from constraint C5.
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3.2.1 Tree Skeleton Statement

The tree skeleton statement is used to specify what values or fields from the packet

data and protocol information needs to be cached and how they are to be evaluated.

Adding Data Types

In our extended version of IBED DSL, we add data types before each fields as pre-

sented by the example of the statement in listing 3.7. The data types to the protocol

fields is mapped from the parser generated protocol specific files and the packet data

fields is mapped by exploring the header and packet information

Listing 3.7 New Designed Tree Skeleton using Data Types

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t SrcIPAddressNewJoin , uint32_t

SrcIPParticipant),

3 EQ(uint32_t GroupDestIPToBeJoined , uint32_t

DestIPParticipant)))

For string data types, we use ids string in the specification as in listing 3.8. All the

fields with ids string data are hashed in a normal string hash to convert them to

numeric values in the constraint engine C code. This simplifies comparison of string

values.

Full Logical Operator Support

The new IBED DSL includes all logical operators. In addition to AND(&&), OR(‖

), EQ(==), NEQ(6=), we can use NOT (!), GT (> greaterthan), LT (< lesserthan).

In addition all the operators except GT,LT,NEQ,NOT can have multiple operands
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for evaluation. A generic example to this is given in listing 3.8 where AND and EQ

each have 3 operands.

Listing 3.8 New Designed Tree Skeleton having Full Logical and Arithmetic Operator
Support

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(GT(uint32_t categoryASpeed , uint32_t

categoryBSpeed),

3 LT(uint32_t categoryCSpeed , 4200+500) , EQ(

ids_string categoryDSpeed , 4200)))

Extended Arithmetic Operator and Expression as Operand Support

The extended IBED DSL supports the arithmetic operators that includes : ADD(+),SUB(-

),MULT(*),DIV(/) and Modulus(%).With this complete arithmetic operator support,

we can specify arithmetic expressions in the tree Listing 3.8 gives a general example

where an addition expression 4200+500 is given as an operand to the LT(<) operator.

Constant Values as Operand

It is now possible to give constant numeric data or string types in the tree as operands.

Listing 3.8 provides numeric constant value 4200 to match or equate the speed of say

category D aircraft.

3.2.2 IBED Clause Statements

Every phase clause in the extended IBED DSL follows the structure as in listing 3.9

An example based on the above listing 3.9 with respect to constraint C5 is as presented

in listing 3.10.
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Listing 3.9 New Designed DSL Phase Clause Structure

1 <phaseName > /* Instantiate , Bind , Evaluate , Destroy */

2 <ProtocolName >

3 case <packetType >|<subMessageType >:

4 /* Followed by other DSL statements and Phase Clauses */

Listing 3.10 New Designed DSL Specification for Packet type or Sub-message Type

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t SrcIPAddressNewJoin , uint32_t

SrcIPParticipant), EQ(uint32_t GroupDestIPToBeJoined ,

uint32_t DestIPParticipant)))

3 INSTANTIATE

4 IGMP

5 case V2Report:

6 /* Followed by other DSL statements */

7 case V3Report.V3JOIN:

8 BIND

9 RTPS

10 case FULL.DATAPSUB:

11 /* Followed by other DSL statements and Phase Clauses */

12 END

This way the IBED DSL becomes more refined with increased readability and does

away with the need to use of switch and non-switch case statements. With the new

specification each packet type or sub-message that triggers the constraint tree phase

is written as a case-type clause after mentioning the protocol name of the packet or

sub-message type.

New IBED DSL Tree Assignment Statements

The tree assignment statements remained almost the same as the existing DSL with

only addition of adding data types of the fields before it and also the data types of

the tree keys to which the values are being assigned to. We use Packet keyword
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to specify the fields getting its value from incoming packet data and specify packet

type or sub-message type that triggers the phase for assigning the tree leaves with

protocol specific information retrieved from parser generated protocol header files.

An example is presented below to illustrate this where srcIP is retrieved from the

incoming packet while groupaddr is the IP address of the IGMP multi-cast group

and V2Report is the IGMP Membership Report packet.

uint32_t Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

uint32_t Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = uint32_t V2Report.groupaddr

Sometimes we have to loop in to an union of records to find a particular field type

and assign it into the tree. For that the new IBED DSL traces back in the union

structure and specifies the field it is searching for by using keyword type. An example

is presented below:

uint32_t Tree.entityIDPublisher1 = uint32_t .pidendpointguid_rtps.

entityid.key in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata

[type=PIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VAL]

If Conditional Statements

Similar to the more generalized languages like the Turing or Java, we want the new

IBED DSL representation to have nested statements. For example with the new IBED

DSL statements, we can now have nested if statements that follows the structure

if (Condition1)

DSL Clause Statements

else if(Condition2)
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DSL Clause Statements

/*Repeated else-if statements as required*/

else /*Optional else Clause*/

DSL Clause Statements

3.3 Generalization of Concepts:Tree Hashing and Deletion

Tree hashing is a very important concept of the IDS framework. Every phase can have

any number of hash tables and the hash table name should be unique. At Instantiate

phase, we add information from the incoming packet to the constraint tree and stored

it in the unique instantiate phase hash table. If there is a bind phase and it needs to

add more information, it will access the tree from the Instantiate phase hash table

and return an instance of it. This concept is called Hash Look-Up. Then we can add

more information to the tree and hash to the Bind phase hash table. If the retrieval

of the already hashed tree, the IDS generates an alert. To maintain the uniqueness of

the hash table, it is important to check before hashing the constraint tree in a table

that if the table already exists or not.

The newly designed IBED DSL generalizes all these above hashing concepts and

make it more simple to use, readable and refined. In this section we will explore

concepts of hashing, hash look-up and hash existence.

3.3.1 New IBED DSL Hash Statement

The hash statement is made more generic and now follows the skeleton as presented

in listing 3.11

It is easy to use and clearly specifies the hash table name where the constraint tree
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Listing 3.11 New IBED DSL Hashing and Hash-Look Up Statement Structure

1 HASH(hashTableName ,HashValues/Keys)

is cached and the keys used to hash it. The below code snippet of Instantiate phase

in listing 3.12 presents on how to use the hash structure as described in listing 3.11.

Listing 3.12 New IBED DSL Hash Statement used in Constraint C5

1 INSTANTIATE

2 IGMP

3 case V2Report:

4 if not EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP ,

uint32_t V2Report.groupaddr)

5 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = uint32_t

Packet.srcIP

6 uint32_t Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr

7 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)

8 endif

9 /* Followed by other DSL statements and Phase Clauses */

10 END

3.3.2 New IBED DSL Hash Look-Up Statement

To look up in the current phase for an already hashed tree of previous phases in

the newly designed IBED DSL, the concept of hash look-up is generalized by the

addition of HASH LOOKUP statement.It easy to use thus user friendly by simply using

the keyword HASH LOOKUP followed by the hash table where the tree is to be retrieved

from and the hash keys used to access it. The statement returns an instance of the

cached tree. Listing 3.13 presents the structure of the hash look-up statement.

A code snippet with respect to constraint C5 is presented in the listing 3.14 on how

HASH LOOKUP statement is used in Bind phase to look for tree hashed in Instantiate
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Listing 3.13 New IBED DSL Hash Look-Up Statement Structure

1 HASH_LOOKUP(hashTableName ,HashKeys)

Listing 3.14 New IBED DSL Hash Look-up Statement used in Constraint C5

1 BIND

2 RTPS

3 case FULL.DATAPSUB:

4 REPEAT

5 HASH_LOOKUP(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

Packet.dstIP)

6 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.

srcIP

7 uint32_t Tree.DestIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.

dstIP

8 HASH(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

phase which is hashIC5 as in line 5 and then HASH statement is used to hash the tree

with updated information in the hash table of the Bind phase in line 8. Both the

new ways to hash and look up trees is more readable with clearly specifying their

functionality as the keyword name suggests and easy to use specification.

3.3.3 New IBED DSL “If Hash Exists” Statement

The new grammar designed for the IBED DSL now generalizes the concept of first

ensuring that the hash table doesn’t exists before it builds one and hashes the tree

with information into it. This avoids the duplication or overwriting of the hash tables.

Also, the new IBED DSL checks for the presence of the hash table before deleting it.

For both of these purposes mentioned above, we designed the EXISTS statement to

be used in conjunction with the if statement. It returns a Boolean value : true if

the hash table exists and false if it doesn’t. Listing 3.15 presents the structure of the

hash exists statement.
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Listing 3.15 New IBED DSL Hash Exists Statement Structure

1 if EXISTS(hashTableName ,HashKeys)

Listing 3.16 New IBED DSL Hash Exists Statement used in Constraint C5

1 INSTANTIATE

2 IGMP

3 case V2Report:

4 if not EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP ,

uint32_t V2Report.groupaddr)

5 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = uint32_t

Packet.srcIP

6 uint32_t Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr

7 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)

8 endif

9 /* Followed by other DSL statements and Phase Clauses */

10 END

Listing 3.16 illustrates the use of hash exists statement with “if”. In the example, the

hash table in instantiate phase will only hash the tree when the hash table doesn’t

exists before.

3.3.4 New IBED DSL Hash Delete Statement

To delete the constraint tree hashed into the hash table of any phase, the newly de-

signed IBED DSL,generalized the concept of deletion by the addition of HASH DELETE

statement. The statement can be used by using the keyword HASH DELETE followed

by the hash table from which the tree is to be deleted and the hash keys used to

access the tree from the table. This statement is usually used in the Destroy phase

and helps in performing memory optimization by freeing the memory allocated to

the constraint tree when no longer needed. Listing 3.17 presents the structure of
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the hash look-up statement. Listing 3.18 presents on how HASH DELETE statement

Listing 3.17 New IBED DSL Hash Delete Statement Structure

1 HASH_DELETE(hashTableName ,HashKeys)

presented in line 5 is used in Destroy phase. It first check if the tree exists using the

EXISTS statement and then deletes the constraint tree instance from the hash table

namehashBC5 mentioned in the arguments Delete statement.

Listing 3.18 New IBED DSL Hash Delete Statement used in Constraint C5

1 DESTROY

2 IGMP

3 case V2Leave:

4 if EXISTS(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

5 HASH_DELETE(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

6 endif

7 case V3LEAVE:

8 if EXISTS(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

9 HASH_DELETE(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

10 endif

11 END

3.4 Domain Information Look-Up Table

In the extended version of IBED DSL, we added the capability of looking into the

static domain information as stored by the IDS. Along with that we can also call any

table where the data is stored or specify any function name that pulls the data out

from the table. This extension to the DSL language can be illustrated by an example

as present in listing 3.19, where we have a constraint which generates an alert if

the maximum speed of some given aircraft category(categoryName) is less than an

already defined value(categoryAMaxSpeed). This condition is added to the constraint
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tree and requires to lookup for the maximum speed of the mentioned aircraft. As

explained in the example 3.19, we use the keyword LOOKUP as in line 2 followed by

the table name (CategoryMaxSpeed) from which the information is received and the

data we are trying to look for(Max speed for specified category aircraft).

Listing 3.19 Domain Look-Up Design in IBED DSL

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(GT(uint32_t categoryAMaxSpeed , LOOKUP(

CategoryMaxSpeed , ids_string categoryName)), GT(uint32_t

airCraftMaxHeight , uint32_t airCraftHeight)))

3 /* Followed by Phase Clauses DSL Statements */

4 END

3.5 Generalization of Learning Mode of IDS

The IDS framework works under two modes of operation:

• Learning Mode: In this mode the constraint engine of the IDS stores static

information that remains mostly constant in a network system. This unvarying

data is written into a file and later accessed whenever we need for network

constraint examining purposes. All the information stored in this mode depicts

the normal behaviour of the system free of any violations to the network.

• Checking Mode: This mode examines the specified constraints and generate

alerts if any violation to the network system has occurred. This mode also uses

sometimes the information stored during the learning mode to check against the

incoming network packets’ data for detection of abnormal pattern by packets.

In our newly designed IBED DSL, we added specifications to the language where we

can direct the IDS that if it is run in the learn mode then the information as specified
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in the constraints should be written to a file in addition to adding the data to the

constraint tree and hashing the tree to the hash table. This stored data is read for

constraint validation when the IDS is run in the non-learning mode.

We use the keyword LOAD followed by the hash table name from which the con-

straint tree is to be looked up for in the DSL constraint. The protocol name is replaced

by the keyword LOAD and the packet type to ENV. This lets the IDS know that the

specified constraint writes values to the file and later uses that to check against the

real-time data. The example of such a constraint representation is illustrated in the

listing 3.20.
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Listing 3.20 C8 Constraint in Learn-Mode

1 CONSTRAINT C8

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t Src1 , uint32_t Src2), EQ(ids_string

TopicName1 , ids_string TopicName2), NEQ(ids_string

TypeName1 , ids_string TypeName2), NEQ(uint32_t

ReliabilityQos1 , uint32_t ReliabilityQos1)))

3 INSTANTIATE

4 LOAD

5 case ENV:/*Read the stored information from a file and adds

into the constraint tree*/

6 LOAD hashIC8

7 EVALUATE

8 RTPS /*Write data from the network packet if in learnmode */

9 /*Else look -up for the stored data in Instantiate phase and

evaluate */

10 case FULL_RTPS.DATAWSUB:

11 HASH_LOOKUP(hashIC8 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , ids_string .

pidtopicname_rtps.topicname.name in DATAWSUB.

serializeddata.topicdata[type=PIDTOPICNAME_RTPS_VAL],

ids_string .pidtypename_rtps.typename.name in DATAWSUB.

serializeddata.topicdata[type=PIDTYPENAME_RTPS_VAL],

uint32_t .pidreliability_rtps.reliabilityqos in DATAWSUB.

serializeddata.topicdata[type=PIDRELIABILITY_RTPS_VAL ])

12 uint32_t Tree.Src1 = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

13 ids_string Tree.TopicName = ids_string .pidtopicname_rtps.

topicname.name in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata[type=

PIDTOPICNAME_RTPS_VAL]

14 ids_string Tree.TypeName = ids_string .pidtypename_rtps.

typename.name in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata[type=

PIDTYPENAME_RTPS_VAL]

15 uint32_t Tree.ReliabilityQos = uint32_t .

pidreliability_rtps.reliabilityqos in DATAWSUB.

serializeddata.topicdata[type=PIDRELIABILITY_RTPS_VAL]

16 uint32_t Tree.Src2 = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

17 ids_string Tree.TopicName2 = ids_string .pidtopicname_rtps

.topicname.name in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata[type

=PIDTOPICNAME_RTPS_VAL]

18 ids_string Tree.TypeName2 = ids_string .pidtypename_rtps.

typename.name in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata[type=

PIDTYPENAME_RTPS_VAL]

19 uint32_t Tree.ReliabilityQos = uint32_t .

pidreliability_rtps.reliabilityqos in DATAWSUB.

serializeddata.topicdata[type=PIDRELIABILITY_RTPS_VAL]

20 EVAL

21 END
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we first talk about the existing DSL specifications for representation

of constraints and then looked at the limitations associated with it. To overcome

these short-comings, we extend the IBED DSL and the later sections described how

it generalizes concepts like tree skeleton, tree hashing, deletion,look-up and learn

mode. These concepts were illustrated using code snippets from constraint C5, C8

and some general constraint depictions.

In the next chapter, we will describe the translation of this newly designed IBED

DSL to C language code that is run by the constraint engine to validate the constraints

and generate alerts on violations.
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Chapter 4

DSL Language Translation

The constraint engine of the IDS framework produces alerts whenever the incoming

network packets deviate from their normal behaviour. This normal pattern is specified

using the IBED DSL as constraints and is translated to the C programming language

that is then run by the constraint engine. The constraint engine C code represents the

low-level abstraction of the IDS framework and its transformation from the mid-level

IBED DSL, is fully automated by the use of source transformation language TXL.

In this chapter, we explain the process of this translation. The TXL takes the

constraints represented using IBED DSL as the input and matches pattern from the

DSL grammar based on the rules of transformation written in TXL files. These rules

also specify the replacement pattern of the matching input based on C grammar.

This way we have the semantically correct C code as the output.

4.1 Generalization of IBED DSL Translation Process

The automated C code generation by TXL is the realization of the concepts depicted

by the IBED DSL that are constraint hash table generation, tree hashing, all four

phases in the constraint tree life cycle, storing incoming packet and protocol specific
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information for tree evaluation, checking existence of hashed trees in hash tables,

looking up domain information, deletion of stored data when no longer needed and

the learning mode of IDS.

Packet 

header 

information

IBED DSL 

Constraints

Parser

IGMPGenerated.h

callback.c

hashmap.h

TXL 

Programs

hashmap.c

packet.h

RTPSGenerated.h

Callback 

headers for each 

packet/sub-

message type 

Data-types

Constraint Engine 

Code

Figure 4.1: IBED DSL Translation using TXL

Figure 4.1 presents an overview of the translation process. We start by represent-

ing the network constraints according to the specifications of IBED DSL. The IDS

parser [6] parses the network packets into network packet structure based on the spec-

ifications written in SCL for protocols like RTPS and IGMP. This internal structure

is represented in protocol header files like IGMPGenerated.h and RTPSGenerated.h.

We refer to these header files generated by the parser to determine the data types that

we use in our IBED DSL. The parser also generates a callback function header for each

message type of the input network protocol. The TXL files written for translation

also refer to these header files and generates bodies of the callback function headers

based on the IBED DSL constraints. The generated C code is written to the file

callback.c. The reference to the parser generated files by the IBED DSL constraints
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and by the TXL translator files are depicted by weighted dotted arrows in the figure.

It is to be noted that the light weighted dotted line between the IGMPGenerated.h

and RTPSGenerated.h signifies no link between them rather describes the that both

of these files are referred by the IBED DSL constraints for data types of the fields

used in the DSL. The file callback.c also includes the C code that represents the IBED

DSL statements specified for constraint tree phases. The concept of constraint tree

hashing into hash tables of tree phases, deletion and look-up is realized in C code

generated by TXL and written into files: hashmap.h and hashmap.c.

In the next sections, we explain in detail the TXL transformation process from

IBED DSL into the constraint engine code represented by the files hashmap.h,hashmap.c

and callback.c. We present the approach of our translation by taking the example of

constraint C5 IBED DSL specification and some generic depictions written in our ex-

tended version of IBED DSL as an input to the TXL and showing the corresponding

translation to C code as the output. For learn-mode realization from DSL to C, we

take example of constraint C8.

4.2 TXL Hashing Transformation : hashmap.h and hashmap.c

We use the IBED DSL constraint specifications as an input to the TXL translations

BuildHash.txl and BuildHashCFile.txl. These files generates the transformed

C code files hashmap.h and hashmap.c. This way we create the tree structures in

the files and realize the hash tables and functions of the tree life cycle. Figure 4.2

illustrates this process.
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Figure 4.2: TXL Hashing Transformation

The hashmap.h file includes the tree structure and function headers for insertion

of data into the tree, deletion and look-up of the tree and hashmap.c provides bodies

to these function headers and also defines the hash-tables for the tree phases that

hash the constraint tree.

4.2.1 TXL Transformation for Defining Constraints

To represent the constraint tree as specified in the IBED DSL, we need to define a

tree structure to store the information from the incoming network packets. This is

built from the tree skeleton statement of the IBED DSL. Line 2 and 3 in listing 4.1

illustrates the tree skeleton statement of constraint C5. We use a TXL rule to extract

the data fields from the statement. These data fields in our IBED grammar are the

leaf nodes of the tree structure. We generate a C structure to represent the constraint

tree and add the tree leaves as the structure’s data members along with their data

types as mentioned in the IBED DSL. The data members of the structure stores the

data as specified in the constraint. We give the structure a unique name by adding

the constraint ID to the identifier treehash.

Listing 4.2 represents the C code transformation for the tree skeleton state-

ment and is added to the file hashmap.h. The tree leafs SrcIPAddressNewJoin,
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SrcIPParticipant, GroupDestIPToBeJoined, DestIPParticipant mentioned in

the statement form the C structure data members. treeHashC5 is the unique name

given to the tree structure that represents the constraint tree.

Listing 4.1 Constraint C5 IBED DSL Tree Skeleton Statement

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t SrcIPAddressNewJoin , uint32_t

SrcIPParticipant),

3 EQ(uint32_t GroupDestIPToBeJoined , uint32_t

DestIPParticipant)))

Listing 4.2 C Structure representing C5 Tree Skeleton

1 typedef struct {

2 uint32_t DestIPParticipant;

3 uint32_t GroupDestIPToBeJoined;

4 uint32_t SrcIPParticipant;

5 uint32_t SrcIPAddressNewJoin;

6 } treeHashC5;

4.2.2 TXL Transformation for Constraint Tree Hashing

The HASH statement present in the Instantiate and Bind phase of the IBED DSL

constraint specification specifies the hash table name followed by the hash keys that

are used to hash the constraint tree to the hash table. The TXL rules transforms

this statement and generates the hash tables for Instantiate and Bind phases of the

constraint tree. It also generates the function declarations and definitions for hashing

operations like insertion, deletion and look-up of the constraint tree from the hash

tables.
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Generation of Hashing Operation Headers using TXL

The TXL rules in BuildHash.txl generate the function headers in hashmap.h for tree

operations: insertion, deletion and look-up of the constraint tree in the hash tables

of the tree phases. We take the reference of the Hash statement statement present

in the Instantiate and Bind clause of IBED DSL constraint specification to generate

the four function headers for each unique hash table name specified in the statement.

The function prototypes are:

1. Insertion Function Prototype: These function prototype are used to insert the

instance of the structure that represents the tree leaves of the hash table of the

phase. They are generated for every hash statement present in the each case

of packet or sub-message type that triggers the Instantiate and Bind phase.

The prototype name given to the function is includes the packet or sub-message

type along with the hash table name to which the tree is going to be hashed to

maintain its uniqueness. The arguments to the prototype are populated based

on the hash keys listed in the Hash statement. There is one extra argument to

this function header which is pointer of the tree structure type.

2. Deletion Function Prototype: These function prototype are for deletion of hash

values from the hash table and returns true if deletion is successful and false

otherwise. It also gets the arguments populated by the keys present in the Hash

statement.

3. Look-Up Function Prototype: These function prototype looks up for the hashed

tree in the hash table name and returns an pointer referring to the hashed tree.

For each hash table name mentioned in the Hash statements of the Instantiate
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and Bind phase we create the look-up function prototype with the same number

of arguments as the hash keys present in the Hash statement. These keys access

the hashed tree from hash table.

4. Look-Up and Delete Prototype: These function header not only looks-up but

also deletes the values assigned to the hashed tree in the hash table.

Listing 4.3 presents the Instantiate and Bind phase of the constraint C5. The List-

Listing 4.3 Constraint C5 I and B phase DSL Statements

1 INSTANTIATE

2 IGMP

3 case V2Report:

4 /*Other DSL Statements */

5 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t V2Report.

groupaddr)

6 /*Other DSL Statements */

7 case V3Report.V3JOIN:

8 /*Other DSL Statements */

9 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t V3JOIN.

groupaddr)

10 /*Other DSL Statements */

11 BIND

12 RTPS

13 case FULL.DATAPSUB:

14 /*Other DSL Statements */

15 HASH(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

ing 4.4 illustrates the generated function headers for the unique hash tables hashIC5

and hashBC5 from the Hash statements in line 7 and 13 of listing 4.3. For the Inser-

tion function prototype, we take each packet and sub-message type that is V2Report,

V3Report.V3JOIN and DATAPSUB to generate separate insertion headers along with

the unique hash table names as depicted by lines 4, 5 and 9 of listing 4.4.
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Listing 4.4 C Function Prototypes for Hashing Operations

1 treeHashC5* lookUpandDeleteHashValueshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2);

2 treeHashC5* lookUpHashValueshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2);

3 bool deleteHashValueshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2);

4 int insertHashValuesV2ReporthashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2 , treeHashC5*

TreeNode);

5 int insertHashValuesV3JOINhashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2 , treeHashC5*

TreeNode);

6 treeHashC5* lookUpandDeleteHashValueshashBC5 (uint32_t Key1);

7 treeHashC5* lookUpHashValueshashBC5 (uint32_t Key1);

8 bool deleteHashValueshashBC5 (uint32_t Key1);

9 int insertHashValuesDATAPSUBhashBC5 (uint32_t Key1 , treeHashC5* TreeNode);

Generation of Hash Tables using TXL

TXL transformation rules in BuildHahCFile.txl generate the hash tables in the file

hashmap.c. Each entry in the hash table is a C structure that consists of hash keys

as the structures’ data members and a pointer to a constraint tree structure. The

number and data types of keys in the structure are same as the hash keys present in

the IBED DSL Hash statement. The pointer is used to insert values to the constraint

tree and then hashed to the hash table. We also define the size of the hash table as C

macro. Listing 4.5 illustrates the generated hash tables : hashIC5 and hashBC5 for

the Instantiate and Bind phase of the constraint C5 respectively. Line 1 of the listing

defines the size of the hash table as a macro SIZEC5.
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Listing 4.5 Constraint C5 Hash Tables

1 #define SIZEC5 256

2 typedef struct {

3 uint32_t Key1;

4 uint32_t Key2;

5 treeHashC5 *ptrToTree;

6 } HASHIC5;

7 HASHIC5 hashIC5 [SIZEC5 ];

8 typedef struct {

9 uint32_t Key1;

10 treeHashC5 *ptrToTree;

11 } HASHBC5;

12 HASHBC5 hashBC5 [SIZEC5 ];

Generation of Functions using TXL to Calculate Hashing Index

To calculate the hashing index of the constraint tree in the hash table, two functions

are generated. The two functions are presented in listing 4.6 based on constraint

C5. In the listing, the function hashPosHashIC5 calculates the first index for hash-

ing of the constraint tree to Instantiate hash table hashIC5. The next position or

index is calculated by the function GetNexPosC5. Both the function declaration and

definitions are generated through TXL rules written in BuildHashCFile.txl. GetNex-

Pos function is generated for all the constraints present in the IBED DSL constraint

specification and hashPoshash function is generated for all the unique hash tables

specified by the Hash statements in the Instantiate and Bind clause statements.

Generation of Hashing Operation Function Definition using TXL

We provide the hashing operation logic of insertion, deletion and look-up to the

the hash tables of the constraint tree phases in hashmap.c file. This logic forms
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Listing 4.6 Constraint C5 Hash Table Index Calculation Function

1 #define SIZEC5 256

2 #define ProbeValC5 389

3

4 int GetNexPosC5 (int pos) {

5 return ((pos + ProbeValC5) % SIZEC5);

6 }

7 int hashPoshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2) {

8 if (Key1 == 0) {

9 Key1 = 1;

10 }

11 else if (Key2 == 0) {

12 Key2 = 1;

13 }

14 unsigned long res = Key1 * Key2;

15 return res % SIZEC5;

16 }

the function definitions for the corresponding hashing operation function prototypes

generated by TXL in hashmap.h file. For the insert hashing operation, we first

calculate the hashing index and then at that index we add values to the hashing

structure that consists of the hash keys and a pointer to the tree structure that

points to the constraint tree hashed in the hash table. Using this pointer we further

add the values to the constraint tree. The insertion function returns 1 if the insertion

is successful else -1 if it fails.
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Listing 4.7 Constraint C5 Hash Insertion Function Body

1 int insertHashValuesV2ReporthashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2 , treeHashC5*

TreeNode) {

2 int pos = hashPoshashIC5 (Key1 , Key2);// first hash table index calculation

3 int originpos = pos;

4 do {

5 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == 0 || hashIC5[pos].Key1 == -1) {

6 if (hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree != NULL) {

7 free (hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree);

8 hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree = NULL;

9 }

10 hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree = TreeNode;

11 hashIC5[pos].Key1 = Key1;

12 hashIC5[pos].ptrToTree ->SrcIPAddressNewJoin = TreeNode ->

SrcIPAddressNewJoin;

13 hashIC5[pos].ptrToTree ->GroupDestIPToBeJoined = TreeNode ->

GroupDestIPToBeJoined;

14 hashIC5[pos].Key2 = Key2;

15 return pos;

16 }

17 else {

18 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == Key1 && hashIC5[pos].Key2==Key2) {

19 /*If tree is already hashed , then pointer to tree */

20 /*is freed and tree data is updated */

21 }

22 }

23 pos = GetNexPosC5 (pos);// next hash table index calculation

24 }

25 while (pos != originpos);

26 return -1;

27 }

Listing 4.7 presents a code snippet of the insert hash function body for constraint

C5. The logic for deletion and look-up for the constraint tree is also generated by
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TXL rules. Listing 4.8 presents C code generated snippets for deletion of hash table

entries and look-up of the constraint tree instance in the hash table. When we delete

an instance of the tree from the hash table, a value of -1 is added to the keys. This is

done in order to not break the hash chain as next time when an insertion operation is

done it can be done at that the deleted hash index. This transformation presented in

Listing 4.8 Constraint C5 Hash Deletion and Look-Up Function Body

1 bool deleteHashValueshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2) {

2 int pos = hashPoshashIC5 (Key1 , Key2);// first hash table index calculation

3 int originpos = pos;

4 if (Key1 == 0 || Key2 == 0) {

5 int i;

6 for (i = 0; i < SIZEC5; i++) {

7 /* Loop through each hash table entry */

8 /* Delete key entries if present by assigning -1 as the value */

9 }

10 }

11 else {

12 do {

13 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == 0) {

14 return -1; /*if the constraint tree is not hashed */

15 }

16 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == Key1 && hashIC5[pos].Key2==Key2) {

17 hashIC5[pos].Key1 = -1;

18 hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree = NULL;

19 return 1; /* Successful deletion of the constraint tree from hash

table */

20 }

21 pos = GetNexPosC5 (pos);

22 }

23 while (pos != originpos);

24 }

25 return -1;

26 }

27

28 treeHashC5* lookUpHashValueshashIC5 (uint32_t Key1 , uint32_t Key2) {

29 int pos = hashPoshashIC5 (Key1 , Key2);// first hash table index calculation

30 int originpos = pos;

31 do {

32 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == 0) {

33 return NULL;

34 }

35 if (hashIC5[pos].Key1 == Key1 && hashIC5[pos].Key2==Key2) {

36 return hashIC5[pos]. ptrToTree;

37 // pointer to the constraint tree in hash table is returned

38 //If look -up hash table keys match the hashed keys

39 }

40 pos = GetNexPosC5 (pos);

41 }

42 while (pos != originpos);

43 return NULL;

44 }
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this section is similar to the previous translation [17] and the generated C code uses

the same structure of hash tables and hashing function definitions. We modified the

TXL translation rules to match the notations of the new designed IBED DSL hashing

statements and also added types in the constraint tree structure.

4.3 TXL Callback Transformation

The callback header for each network packet or sub-message type defined in the parser

generated files, for example the files RTPSGenerated.h and IGMPGenerated.h define

the callback headers for IGMP and RTPS protocol. Rules in BuildCallback.txl pro-

vide function bodies to these headers based on the IBED DSL constraint specification.

The TXL transforms the DSL statements present in the phase triggered by incoming

packet type or sub-message type to C code and append the generated C code to the

function body of the callback function header of the corresponding network packet or

sub-message type. The parser passes the triggering packet and the network protocol

structure as parameters to the generated headers which are then used to assign values

to the tree structure and further validate the constraint.

The parser generated files are given as command line arguments while running the

TXL file. The TXL rule written in the txl file extracts the callback function head-

ers and then add the function definition based on rules written in BuildCallback.txl

that transform the DSL statements to corresponding C code in callback.c file.Figure 4.3

illustrates the callback transformation process.
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Figure 4.3: TXL Callback Transformation

In listing 4.9 of Instantiate phase clause of constraint C5, the triggering packet type

is V2Report, so the transformed code as represented in listing 4.10 is appended in

the callback function body of the corresponding header(line 1) of the packet type.

We then generate a packet structure pointer variable and assign the incoming packet

header to it as in line 2 and 3.

Listing 4.9 Constraint C5 Instantiate Clause Statements

1 INSTANTIATE

2 IGMP

3 case V2Report:

4 if not EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)

5 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

6 uint32_t Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = uint32_t V2Report.

groupaddr

7 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t V2Report.

groupaddr)

8 endif

9 /*Other DSL Phase clause and statements */

10 END

4.3.1 TXL Code Generation for Data Fields and Hash Keys

Any fields that are assigned to the constraint tree in the IBED DSL specification or

the Hash keys present in the hash statement are transformed to local variables for
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Listing 4.10 Constraint C5 Instantiate Callback Function

1 void V2Report_IGMP_callback (V2Report_IGMP *v2report_igmp , PDU *thePDU) {

2 struct HeaderInfo* Packet;

3 Packet = thePDU -> header;

4 // Other DSL Clause transformed C statements

5 }

6 }

the callback function body. All references made to these fields or hash keys in the C

code is done by their generated unique local variable names. In the given listing 4.9

of Instantiate phase clause of constraint C5, the packet fields like Packet.srcIP and

groupaddr are transformed using TXL rules and given unique local variable names

PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report and V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report respectively. These

variables are then assigned the value they specify in the IBED DSL that is the source

IP address of the packet and the IP address of the multi-cast group. Lines 6 and 7

of the listing 4.11 depict the transformation for local variable name generation.

Listing 4.11 Constraint C5 Instantiate Callback Function Body

1 void V2Report_IGMP_callback (V2Report_IGMP *v2report_igmp , PDU *thePDU) {

2 struct HeaderInfo* Packet;

3 Packet = thePDU -> header;

4 // INSTANTIATE C5 V2Report;

5 treeHashC5* TreeNodeIC5V2Report = (treeHashC5 *) malloc (sizeof (treeHashC5));

6 uint32_t PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report = Packet ->srcIP;

7 uint32_t V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report = v2report_igmp ->groupaddr;

8 if (lookUpHashValueshashIC5(PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report ,

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report)==NULL) {

9 TreeNodeIC5V2Report ->SrcIPAddressNewJoin = PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report;

10 TreeNodeIC5V2Report ->GroupDestIPToBeJoined = V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report;

11 if (insertHashValuesV2ReporthashIC5(PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report ,

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report ,TreeNodeIC5V2Report) == -1) {

12 C5IF ++;

13 return;

14 }

15 else {

16 C5IS ++;

17 }

18 }

19 }

For the fields that require to loop into the network protocol structure, TXL rules
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generates the corresponding C code that includes the for-loop statement to trace a

particular field type as mentioned in the IBED DSL statement from nested structures.

An example is given below :

uint32_t Tree.entityIDPublisher1 = uint32_t .pidendpointguid_rtps.

entityid.key in DATAWSUB.serializeddata.topicdata

[type=PIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VAL]

The corresponding C code generated is presented in listing 4.12. We first generate

a local variable name for the for loop iterator and initialize it to 0 as in line 1 and

2. The for loop breaks when the field specified after type keyword in IBED DSL is

found as illustrated by line 3 and 4. A unique local variable name is then declared

and the found field with the matched type is then assigned to the it as in line 7.

Listing 4.12 C Code for Fields requiring Looping into Nested Structure

1 int iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB;

2 for (iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB = 0;

iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB < datawsub_rtps ->serializeddata ->

topicdatacount; iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB ++) {

3 if (datawsub_rtps ->serializeddata ->topicdata[

iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB ].type == PIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VAL

) {

4 break;

5 }

6 }

7 uint32_t typePIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB = datawsub_rtps ->

serializeddata ->topicdata[iteratorPIDENDPOINTGUID_RTPS_VALIC11DATAWSUB ].ptr.

pidendpointguid_rtps.entityid.key;

4.3.2 TXL Code Generation of IBED DSL Tree Assignment Statements

To transform the tree assignment statements in IBED DSL depicted in lines 5 and 6

of listing 4.9, we first write the TXL rule to generate a malloc statement to assign

a memory block to the constraint tree structure that returns a pointer to it. Using
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this pointer that points to tree structure we assign values to the tree structure data

members as illustrated below in the C code snippet of constraint C5 Instantiate

callback function body.

treeHashC5* TreeNodeIC5V2Report =

(treeHashC5*) malloc (sizeof (treeHashC5));

TreeNodeIC5V2Report->SrcIPAddressNewJoin =

PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report;

TreeNodeIC5V2Report->GroupDestIPToBeJoined =

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report;

We use the generated unique local variable names to refer to the fields of network

packet or protocol data that are assigned to the tree structure. Tree assignment trans-

formation in callback function of Instantiate clause of C5 constraint is also illustrated

by lines 5,9 and 10 in listing 4.11.

4.3.3 TXL Code Generation for Hashing Statements

The three hash statements for insertion, deletion and look-up hashing operation is

transformed by TXL rules to C code to the corresponding functions calls : insertHash-

Values, deleteHashValues and lookUpHashValues declared and defined in hashmap.h

and hashmap.c respectively. The argument passed to these function calls are popu-

lated by the hash keys present in the hash insertion,deletion and look-up statement

of IBED DSL.
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TXL Code Generation for Hash Insertion Statement

The Hash statement of the IBED DSL is converted by TXL rules to C code into an

insertion function call. This function hashes the constraint tree using the hash keys

to the hash table as specified in the IBED DSL Hash statement. If the insertion of

the constraint tree to the Instantiate phase hash table is successful, 1 is returned else

-1 is returned showing insertion failure. The IBED DSL hash insertion statement of

constraint C5 is presented in line 7 of listing 4.9

HASH(hashIC5, uint32_t Packet.srcIP, uint32_t V2Report.groupaddr)

The above hash statement is present in the Instantiate phase of the constraint C5 that

is triggered by the packet type V2Report of IGMP protocol. It is transformed in C

code to a hash insertion function call . The insertion function (insertHashValuesV2-

ReporthashIC5) called corresponds to the phase triggering packet type V2Report and

the hash table hashIC5. The hash keys Packet.srcIP and V2Report.groupaddr

are replaced by their generated unique local variable names and then populated

as the arguments to insertion function call. The third argument is the pointer

(TreeNodeIC5V2Report) to the constraint tree structure in the memory. The trans-

formed C code statement is depicted by line 1 of listing 4.13

Listing 4.13 Constraint C5 Hash Statement C Transformation

1 if (insertHashValuesV2ReporthashIC5(PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report ,

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report ,TreeNodeIC5V2Report) == -1) {

2 // insertion failure code

3 }

4 else {

5 // successful insertion code

6 }
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TXL Code Generation for Hash Look-Up and Hash Exists Statement

The Hash Look-Up statement of the IBED DSL is transformed to the C code in the

callback.c file to look-up hash table function call. The look-up function for hash table

is declared and defined in hashmap.h and hashmap.c respectively. It returns a pointer

pointer to the constraint tree hashed to the hash table. If it returns NULL, constraint

tree is not present in the hash table and is considered as a failure for the constraint

tree phase. Listing 4.14 presents the Bind phase IBED DSL statements of constraint

C5. The Bind phase triggered by the sub-message type DATAPSUB(publisher) tries

to look-up for the constraint tree hashed in the Instantiate phase hash table hashIC5

as illustrated by line 5. If the tree is found, we add values to the constraint tree and

hash it to the Bind phase hash table hashBC5 as in line 6 to 8.

Listing 4.14 Constraint C5 Instantiate Clause Statements

1 BIND

2 RTPS

3 case FULL.DATAPSUB:

4 REPEAT

5 HASH_LOOKUP(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

Packet.dstIP)

6 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.

srcIP

7 uint32_t Tree.DestIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.

dstIP

8 HASH(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

9 /*Other DSL Phase clause and statements */

10 END

The C code for the realization of the constraint tree look-up in the hash table is

given in listing 4.15 where look-up function is called in line 7. The arguments to the

function are the keys present in the Hash Look-Up statement that are used to access

the hashed constraint tree from the hash table.For the C code transformation of the
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REPEAT IBED DSL statement in line 4 of listing 4.14, we look for the hashed tree of

previous phase(Instantiate) and then assign data to the tree fields as illustrated by

lines 7 to 12 in the C code transformation.

Listing 4.15 Constraint C5 Hash Look-Up Statement C Transformation

1 void DATAPSUB_RTPS_callback (FULL_RTPS *full_rtps , DATAPSUB_RTPS *datapsub_rtps ,

PDU *thePDU) {

2 struct HeaderInfo* Packet;

3 Packet = thePDU -> header;

4 // BIND C5 DATAPSUB;

5 uint32_t PacketsrcIPBC5DATAPSUB = Packet ->srcIP;

6 uint32_t PacketdstIPBC5DATAPSUB = Packet ->dstIP;

7 treeHashC5* TreeNodeBC5DATAPSUB = lookUpHashValueshashIC5(

PacketsrcIPBC5DATAPSUB ,PacketdstIPBC5DATAPSUB);

8 if (TreeNodeBC5DATAPSUB == NULL) {

9 // hash look -up failure code

10 }

11 //C code if look -up in successful

12 TreeNodeBC5DATAPSUB ->SrcIPParticipant = PacketsrcIPBC5DATAPSUB;

13 TreeNodeBC5DATAPSUB ->DestIPParticipant = PacketdstIPBC5DATAPSUB;

14 if (insertHashValuesDATAPSUBhashBC5(PacketsrcIPBC5DATAPSUB ,TreeNodeBC5DATAPSUB

) == -1) {

15 // bind hash table insertion failure code

16 }

17 else {

18 // successful bind hash table insertion code

19 }

20 }

Similar to the REPEAT DSL statement, we also have SPLIT DSL statement. The

transformation of SPLIT IBED DSL statement to C code, we first look for the hashed

tree in previous phase and then copy this hashed constraint tree block of memory

using the memcpy C library function. The fields of the copied tree is then assigned
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values. Listing 4.16 presents the transformed pseudo C code for SPLIT statement

specified in IBED DSL. In line1, lookUpTreePointerVariable points to the previous

phase hashed tree that we looked-up using the hash keys HashKey1 and HashKey2. In

line 6 usinf the memcpy C library function, we create a copy of this tree and pointer

CopiedTreePointerVariable points to the copied memory block. We then assign values

to the fields of the copied tree in line 7 and 8.

Listing 4.16 SPLIT Statement C Transformation

1 treePointer* lookUpTreePointerVariable = lookUpHashValuesHashTableName(

HashKey1 ,HashKey2);

2 if (pointerVariable == NULL) {

3 // Look -UP Failure

4 }

5 treePointer* CopiedTreePointerVariable = (treePointer *) malloc (sizeof (

treePointer));

6 memcpy (CopiedTreePointerVariable , lookUpTreePointerVariable , sizeof (

treePointer));

7 CopiedTreePointerVariable ->TreeField1 = Value1;

8 CopiedTreePointerVariable ->TreeField2 = Value2;

The Hash Exists statement of the IBED DSL is also transformed to hash look-

up function call in C code. Given in the listing 4.17 are two examples of the Hash

Exists statement used in conjunction with If statement in constraint C5. Listing 4.18

illustrates the corresponding C code generated by TXL rules.

Listing 4.17 Constraint C5 Hash Exists Statements

1 if not EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)

2 if EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)
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Listing 4.18 Constraint C5 Hash Exists Statement C Transformation

1 if (lookUpHashValueshashIC5(PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report ,

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report)==NULL){

2 // If hash table doesn ’t exists

3 }

4 if (lookUpHashValueshashIC5(PacketsrcIPIC5V2Report ,

V2ReportgroupaddrIC5V2Report)!=NULL){

5 / If hash table exists

6 }

TXL Code Generation for Hash Delete Statement

The Hash Delete statement specified in the IBED DSL is transformed to hash delete

function call using TXL rules written in BuildCallback.txl. The hash delete function

header and body are present in hashmap.h and hashmap.c respectively. Line 5 in

Listing 4.19 specifies the Hash Delete statement in Destroy phase of constraint C5.

Listing 4.19 Constraint C5 Destroy Phase with Hash Delete Statement

1 DESTROY

2 IGMP

3 case V2Leave:

4 if EXISTS(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

5 HASH_DELETE(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

6 endif

7 END

The C code mapped to the Hash Delete statement is illustrated in line 7 of listing 4.20

where call to delete the hash table entries of hashBC5 is made. The arguments to

the function call are the generated local variable name(PacketsrcIPDC5V2Leave) of

the hash key(Packet.srcIP) present in the Hash Delete IBED DSL statement. The

generated C code for Destroy phase is appended to the triggering packet type V2Leave

callback header in callback.c.
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Listing 4.20 Constraint C5 Hash Delete Statement C Transformation

1 void V2Leave_IGMP_callback (V2Leave_IGMP *v2leave_igmp , PDU *thePDU) {

2 struct HeaderInfo* Packet;

3 Packet = thePDU -> header;

4 // DESTROY C5 V2Leave;

5 uint32_t PacketsrcIPDC5V2Leave = Packet ->srcIP;

6 if (lookUpHashValueshashBC5(PacketsrcIPDC5V2Leave)!=NULL) {

7 if (deleteHashValueshashBC5(PacketsrcIPDC5V2Leave) == -1) {

8 // Deletion failure code

9 }

10 else {

11 // Successful deletion code

12 }

13 }

14 }

4.3.4 TXL Code Generation for Evaluate Phase

The evaluate phase when transformed to C code, first looks up for the hashed con-

straint tree in the Instantiate or Bind phase. If the constraint tree is not found, it

is considered an evaluate phase failure and constraint validation fails. If the hashed

constraint tree is found in the hash table, we update or assign values to constraint

tree fields as specified in the evaluate phase clause IBED DSL statements.

The next IBED DSL statement specified in the Evaluate phase clause is EVAL. The

EVAL statement is transformed to a C If-Else statement. The conditional expression

to the this If statement is a C expression which is the realization of the tree skeleton

statement of the IBED DSL constraint specification. The tree skeleton statement

represents a tree structure where the non-leaf nodes are the operators that operate

on the leaf nodes containing values from incoming packets or network protocol facts.

TXL translates this tree skeleton statement and generates a C expression where the

tree operators are converted to their corresponding C operators and the tree fields to

their corresponding assigned values. Upon evaluation of the C expression, success or

failure of the evaluate phase and further the validity of the constraint is decided.
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Listing 4.21 presents the tree skeleton statement and evaluate phase clause of con-

straint C5. The tree fields are assigned values in the Instantiate and Bind phase. The

evaluate phase looks for the constraint tree hashed to the Bind hash table(hashBC5)

and then evaluates the constraint tree based on the operators(AND,EQ) operating on

the tree fields(SrcIPAddressNewJoin, SrcIPParticipant, GroupDestIPToBeJoined),

DestIPParticipant).

The C code generated for the above evaluate phase clause of constraint C5 is

appended to the function header of DATARSUB(RTPS Subscriber) and DATAW-

SUB(RTPS Publisher) sub-message type that triggered the phase. Code appended

to DATARSUB header is illustrated below in listing 4.22. We first generate the local

variable names for the hash keys and fields present in the IBED DSL evaluate phase

clause statements as in line 6. Next step is to look-up for the hashed constraint tree

from the Bind hash table (hashBC5) using the hash key(PacketsrcIPEC5DATARSUB-

local variable name for Packet.srcIP) AS IN LINE 8. If no instance of the constraint

tree is returned, it is deemed as a failure of evaluate phase. If the tree is found, the

C expression corresponding to the constraint tree structure is evaluated as presented

by line 11. The IBED DSL specified tree operators are transformed to their corre-

sponding C operators based on the table 4.1. In our example, we evaluated the leaf

node data based on logical operator && and ==.
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Listing 4.21 Constraint C5 Evaluate Phase and Tree Skeleton Statement

1 CONSTRAINT C5

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t SrcIPAddressNewJoin , uint32_t

SrcIPParticipant), EQ(uint32_t GroupDestIPToBeJoined ,

uint32_t DestIPParticipant)))

3 INSTANTIATE

4 case V2Report:

5 if not EXISTS(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

V2Report.groupaddr)

6 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPAddressNewJoin = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

7 uint32_t Tree.GroupDestIPToBeJoined = uint32_t V2Report.

groupaddr

8 HASH(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t V2Report.

groupaddr)

9 endif

10 BIND

11 REPEAT

12 HASH_LOOKUP(hashIC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP , uint32_t

Packet.dstIP)

13 uint32_t Tree.SrcIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.srcIP

14 uint32_t Tree.DestIPParticipant = uint32_t Packet.dstIP

15 HASH(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

16

17 EVALUATE

18 RTPS

19 case FULL.DATARSUB:

20 HASH_LOOKUP(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

21 EVAL

22 case FULL.DATAWSUB:

23 HASH_LOOKUP(hashBC5 , uint32_t Packet.srcIP)

24 EVAL

25

26 DESTROY

27 /* Destroy phase clause DSL statements */

28 END
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Listing 4.22 Constraint C5 Evaluate Phase Clause C Transformation

1 void DATARSUB_RTPS_callback (FULL_RTPS *full_rtps , DATARSUB_RTPS *datarsub_rtps ,

PDU *thePDU) {

2 struct HeaderInfo* Packet;

3 Packet = thePDU -> header;

4 // EVALUATE C5 DATARSUB;

5 long unsigned int pktCountC5 = Packet ->pktCount;

6 uint32_t PacketsrcIPEC5DATARSUB = Packet ->srcIP;

7 treeHashC5* TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB = lookUpHashValueshashBC5(

PacketsrcIPEC5DATARSUB);

8 if (TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB == NULL) {

9 /*Look -up failure:Evaluate clause failure code */

10 }

11 if (!(((((( TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB ->SrcIPAddressNewJoin)) == (( TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB

->SrcIPParticipant)))) && (((( TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB ->GroupDestIPToBeJoined)) ==

(( TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB ->DestIPParticipant))))))) {

12 /* Successful Evaluation of C Expression of Constraint tree */

13 }

14 else {

15 /* Constraint tree evaluation fails :Evaluate Phase failure code */

16 }

17 }
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Table 4.1: C Operators Corresponding to Tree Operators

Operator Type DSL Tree Operator C Operator C Operation with Example

Arithmetic Operators

+ + Add A+B
- - Subtract A-B
* * Multiply A*B
/ / Divide A/B
% % Modulus - Remainder A%B

Relational Operators

EQ == Equals A==B
NEQ != Not Equal A!=B
GT > Greater than A>B
LT < Less than A<B

Logical Operators
AND && A&&B
OR ‖ A‖B

NOT ! Negation !(A)

Listing 4.23 are some IBED DSL tree skeleton statements with arithmetic,logical and

relation operators and listing 4.24 illustrates the transformed C expression used as

conditional expression with If statement. Listing 4.23 also has a domain information

look-up IBED DSL statement using the keyword LOOKUP followed by the domain table

name(CategoryMaxSpeed) and the field(categoryName) against which the data is to

be retrieved from the table. The code conversion for this is we make a function call

with the field name as the argument that returns the data required. The function

name(CategoryMaxSpeed LookUp) is generated by appending the phrase lookup to

the table name with the field(categoryName) as the argument for which the max

speed of the aircraft is being retrieved for. The listing 4.24 illustrates this.

Listing 4.23 Tree Skeleton Statement with Logical,Relational, Arithmetic Operators
and Domain Table Look-Up Information

1 V(AND(GT(uint32_t categoryASpeed , uint32_t categoryBSpeed),

2 LT(uint32_t categoryCSpeed , 4200+500) , EQ(uint32_t

categoryDSpeed , 4200) GT(uint32_t categoryAMaxSpeed ,

LOOKUP(CategoryMaxSpeed , ids_string categoryName))))
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Listing 4.24 C Transformation for Tree Operators and Domain Table Information
Look-Up

1 if(!((( treePointer ->categoryASpeed) >(treePointer ->categoryBSpeed)) && ((

treePointer ->categoryCSpeed) <(4200+500)) && (( treePointer ->categoryDSpeed)

==(4200)) && (( treePointer ->categoryAMaxSpeed)>(CategoryMaxSpeed_LookUp(

categoryName)))))

This transformation is new and directly appends the corresponding C code gener-

ated for the IBED DSL statements of the phase as the function body of the callback

function headers of the packet type or sub-message type that triggered the phase.

4.4 TXL Transformation for Learning Mode Realization of IDS

One of the features of the DSL is the ability to customize some constraints for the given

network. While most constraints focus on the mechanics of a given protocol, some

constraints look for installation specific values. For example, in an ATC network,

radar data should be transmitted by the IP addresses of the radar interfaces. If

another IP address transmits radars data there may be an intruder. The IDS provides

a learning option, triggered by the command line parameter learnmode, where these

constraints store environmental information rather than check it. If the parameter is

not there, then the constraints check the environmental information.

In learn mode the network packet data is written to a file so that when the

IDS is run in checking mode, it reads this data and evaluate it against the real time

network packet data. For the transformation, we first generate the read-write function

declarations and definitions in hashmap.h and hashmap.c. The concept of writing the

data specified in the constraint to a file when IDS is run in learn-mode and reading

it for evaluation when IDS is run in checking mode is generated in callback.c.
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4.4.1 TXL Code Generation for Read-Write Function Headers and Defi-

nition

To specify that the constraint will write data from the network packet when the

IDS is run in learn mode and will later read the stored information from the file to

evaluate against the real-time data, we replace the protocol name by the keyword

LOAD and mention ENV as the packet type in the Instantiate phase clause of IBED

DSL specifications.

Listing 4.25 Constraint C8 in Learning Mode

1 CONSTRAINT C8

2 V(AND(EQ(uint32_t Src1 , uint32_t Src2), EQ(ids_string

TopicName1 , ids_string TopicName2), NEQ(ids_string

TypeName1 , ids_string TypeName2), NEQ(uint32_t

ReliabilityQos1 , uint32_t ReliabilityQos1)))

3 INSTANTIATE

4 LOAD

5 case ENV:/*Read the stored information from a file and adds

into the constraint tree*/

6 LOAD hashIC8

7 EVALUATE

8 /* Inserts data from the network packet to constraint tree

and hashes the tree if in learn mode*/

9 RTPS /* Evalautes the constraint tree if not in learn mode

*/

10 case FULL_RTPS.DATAWSUB: /* Evaluate Phase Statements */

11 END

12 DESTROY /*DSL Statements */

13 END

Listing 4.25 provides an example of the such a constraint and listing 4.26 represents

the generated read-write function headers. Both these functions take the file name as

the argument to which the data is written and from where it needs to be read from.
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Listing 4.26 C Read-Write Function Headers

1 void readC8 (char *fileName);

2 void writeC8 (char * fileName);

The function definition to these functions provide the logic to read from the file

and write the contents to the file whose name is mentioned in the argument of the

function declaration. This definition is generated by the TXL rules and is added to

the hashmap.c C file. The read function also realize the concept of adding the read

data to the constraint tree and then hashing it.

4.4.2 TXL Code Generation for Learn-mode in callback.c File

The Instantiate phase of the constraint that reads and writes network packet data

to file doesn’t specify a packet or sub-message type instead uses the keyword ENV.

The parser doesn’t generate a callback header for such a constraint. So the first step

in TXL transformation to C code is to generate a header where the the translated

Instantiate IBED DSL statements are appended. In the Instantiate phase, when the

IDS is not run in learning mode, we read the already written data from a file and add

this data to the constraint tree generated based on the tree skeleton statement. The

constraint tree is then hashed to the instantiate hash table specified in the Load Hash

IBED DSL statement. The logic of reading the file, storing data to the tree and then

hashing the tree is specified in the read function body generated in the hashmap.c.
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Listing 4.27 C Transformation of C8 Instantite Clause

1 char C8FileName [2048];

2 void ENV_LOAD_callback () { // Generated callback header

3 // INSTANTIATE C8 ENV;

4 if (! learnmode) {

5 loadhashIC8 (); // When IDS run in non -learn mode , read function is called

6 }

7 }

8 void loadhashIC8 () {

9 // Generates the fileName from which the data is read.

10 sprintf (C8FileName , "Environment /%s.C8", basename (pcapFileName));

11 // Reads data from the file

12 readC8 (C8FileName); // Read function stores the data in constraint tree and

hashes // it to Instantiate phase hash table

13 }

In the listing 4.25, line 6 depicts the Load Hash IBED DSL statement in which

keyword LOAD is followed by the hash table name hashIC8 to which the constraint

tree is hashed. Listing 4.27 illustrates the C code transformation corresponding the

Instantiate phase of Constraint C8.

The evaluate phase when triggered by the packet or sub-message type,appends the

transformed C code corresponding to the DSL statements to the respective header.

When the IDS is learning mode, the evaluate phase first assigns the data from the

incoming packet to the tree. It then hashes the tree to the Instantiate hash table. The

write function is then called by the function finalizeConstraints, also generated

by TXL, with the filename to which the data is to be written as the argument. The

write function writes the data stored in the constraint tree hashed to hash table in

the Instantiate phase. If the IDS is run in checking mode, the evaluate function first

looks up for the hashed tree in the Instantiate phase and then evaluates it based on

the constraint tree skeleton statement. Listing 4.28 illustrates the finalizeConstraints

function that calls the write function.
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Listing 4.28 Write Function called for Constraint C8

1 void finalizeConstraints () {

2 // Generates a fileName to which the data is written.

3 sprintf (C8FileName , "Environment /%s.C8", basename (pcapFileName));

4 // Writes to the file if in learn -mode

5 if (learnmode) { // Write function retrieves the data in constraint tree hashed

6 writeC8(C8FileName); //to the hash table and then writes to the file

7 }

8 }

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the translation process of IBED DSL constraint specifi-

cation to C code for realization of concepts of tree structure, evaluation of constraint

tree, hashing of trees, building of hash tables and look-up of hashed constraint trees.

All concepts were discussed based on constraint C5 listings that illustrated the IBED

DSL input and TXL transformed C code as the output.

In the next chapter, we will present the entire process for C5 Constraint constraint

validation by the constraint engine of the IDS.
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Chapter 5

Validation and Results

The Constraint Engine of the IDS is responsible for inter packet network validation.

We specify the pattern the network traffic of a protocol will follow using the IBED DSL

constraint specifications. The Constraint engine then stores the network information

from incoming packets as specified in the constraint and uses this to validate the

later network packets. Any deviation from the pattern by the packets is deemed as

a malicious attack on the system and the IDS generates an alert. The entire process

from writing the constraint specifications to generation of hash tables to store the

constraint specific information and to evaluation of constraint tree is illustrated by

the figure 5.1.

In this chapter, we follow the validation process as depicted in the figure to validate

our constraint engine code generated for constraints C5 and C8 using TXL from IBED

DSL constraint specification. Using C8, we also validate the realization of learning-

mode of IDS. For validation purposes the packet capture(pcap) files used have three

manually modified packets that trigger one of the phases of the constraint. We used

such small pcap files for ease of editing the packet data and also to better illustrate

that the constraint engine will detect the anomalous packet and generate packet
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failure as the result.

Write IBED DSL 
constraint specifications:

constraints.dsl.

Generate hashmap.h and 
hashmap.c using 

constraints.dsl as input to 
TXL programs:

BuildHash.txl and 
BuildHashCFile.txl.

Generate callback.c using 
constraints.dsl as input to 

TXL 
program:BuildCallback.t

xl.

Using previously 
captured file by 

Wireshark and exporting 
the relevant packets 

triggering the tree phases 
to separate pcap file.

Run the constraint engine 
code for packet 

capture(pcap) file under 
normal test scenario for 

constraint to pass.

Run the constraint engine 
again on edited pcap file. 
IDS alert is generated due 

to failure of the packet 
with changed data. 
Designed system is 

validated.

Figure 5.1: Constraint Engine Code Validation Process

5.1 Constraint C5 Validation

Constraint C5 specifies : All subscribers and publishers must be valid members of

an IGMP multicast group. These participants must send their membership reports to

specific group addresses before showing their interests in a topic.

We follow the following steps to validate constraint C5.

5.1.1 Step 1: IBED DSL Specifications for C5

We first specify the pattern of the network packets for constraint C5 using the IBED

DSL specifications in the file constraints.dsl. We specify the tree skeleton statement

where we define the tree structure and specify the logical operation on the tree data

represented by the leaf nodes of the tree. We evaluate this constraint tree in our last

step to generate alert if tree validation fails. Using the IBED DSL specifications, we

specify the packet sequence of constraint C5 along with the the constraint tree phase
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triggered by the packet type or sub-message type. This is illustrated in figure 5.2.

These phases also represent the life cycle of the C5 constraint tree. The V2REPORT is

the Membership Report packet type, the host sends to join a multi-cast group address.

RTPS sub-message type DATAPSUB specifies that a host will be a participant in

a subscriber-publisher relationship. DATARSUB and DATAWSUB are RTPS sub-

message type subscriber(reader) and publisher(writer) respectively.

IGMP Packet 
type: 

V2REPORT
• Instantiate

RTPS Sub-
message 

type:DATAPSUB
(Participant)

• Bind

RTPS Sub-
message 

type:DATARSUB
(Subscriber)  or 
DATAWSUB 
(Publisher)

• Evaluate

IGMP Packet 
type:V2LEAVE

• Destroy

Figure 5.2: C5 Packet Sequence and Corresponding Tree Phases

5.1.2 Step 2: Constraint Tree Structure and Hash Table Generation

We input the C5 constraint IBED DSL specification file constraints.dsl to TXL

file(BuildHash.txl) which generates the file hashmap.h. In hashmap.h a constraint
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tree structure is built that will store the data from the incoming network packets and

also network protocol facts. This file also contains the hashing operation :Insertion,

deletion and look-up function prototypes.

To generate the function definitions for hashing operation function declarations,

we input the constraints.dsl file to TXL file BuildHashCFile.txl and it generates

hashmap.c. This file includes the hash table structure where each entry has keys

using which the constraint tree is hashed to the table and also a pointer to the

hashed constraint tree. The function definitions realize the concept of constraint tree

insertion into the hash table, its deletion and look up from the hash table.

5.1.3 Step 3: Generation of Callback Function Definitions

The constraint tree phases are triggered by the incoming network packet type or

sub-message type of a protocol. This is illustrated for C5 in figure 5.2 where the

Instantiate phase is triggered by IGMP packet type:V2REPORT, Bind phase is trig-

gered by RTPS sub-message type:DATAPSUB, Evaluate phase is triggered by RTPS

sub-message type:DATARSUB OR DATAWSUB and Destroy phase is triggered by

IGMP packet type:V2LEAVE. We use TXL rules written in file BuildCallback.txl

to generate C code from the IBED DSL phase clause statements specified in con-

straints.dsl and append it to the respective callback function headers generated by

the parser for the above mentioned packet or sub-message type. We extract these

callback headers through TXL from parser generated files : IGMPGenerated.h and

RTPSGenerated.h for constraint C5. The Hashing IBED DSL Statements when trans-

formed to C code in callback.c are mapped to the corresponding hashing operation

function calls declared and defined in hashmap.h and hashmap.c.
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In callback.c, we also evaluate the constraint tree by converting the tree skeleton

statement of IBED DSL to a C expression. The C5 tree skeleton statement is con-

verted to C expression that operates on the stored tree data based on the operators

specified by IBED DSL specifications. The generated C expression is given below

where the TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB is a pointer to the constraint tree hashed to

Bind phase hash table.

if (!((((((TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB->SrcIPAddressNewJoin)) ==

((TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB->SrcIPParticipant)))) &&

((((TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB->GroupDestIPToBeJoined)) ==

((TreeNodeEC5DATARSUB->DestIPParticipant)))))))

5.1.4 Step 4: Capturing Packet Data

We use a packet stream previously captured with Wireshark [28]. From this packet se-

quence, we mark the network packets that trigger the phases of C5, namely IGMP:V2REPORT,

RTPS:DATAPSUB and RTPS:DATAWSUB and export them to a separate pcap file.

All of the exported packets have the same Source IP address (192.168.101.18). This

pcap file is network packet stream free of any attacks and the constraint C5 depicts

normal behaviour.

5.1.5 Step 5: Running the Constraint Engine Under Normal Scenario

The constraint engine code is run under normal scenario in learn-mode and in non-

learn mode. The results are summarized in the table 5.1
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Table 5.1: C5 Validation Under Normal Scenario

Total Number of Packets Number of Packets Parsed Number of Packets Failed
3 3 0

5.1.6 Step 6: Introducing Anomalies in the Network Packet Stream

We first make a copy of the original pcap file. The copied pcap file is used to in-

troduced anomalies to the network packet stream so that it deviates from its normal

pattern or behaviour. When the constraint engine code is run on this edited pcap file,

it should result in packet failure. If it does results in a packet failure, our generated

constraint engine code is validated.

We introduced anomaly for constraint C5 by two ways:

1. Changing the Source IP Address : We create a scenario where an attacker is

trying to inject a fake participant packet that is not the part of the IGMP

multicast group. For simulating this, we change the source IP address of the

RTPS packet with sub-message type: DATAPSUB. Doing so, the participant-

(DATAPSUB) network packet would no longer be a valid member to IGMP

multicast group as the source IP address are different. This will fail the con-

straint tree evaluation as the corresponding C expression to the evaluation tree

will evaluate to false.

2. Missing Packet from the Packet Stream : Here we try to create a scenario where

a packet gets lost on the network. For this, we remove the packet triggering

the Instantiate phase(V2Report) so that when the constraint tree hashed in the

Instantiate phase is looked-up in the Bind phase, constraint engine code results

in packet failure.
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After introducing the above anomalies one at a time, we run the constraint engine

code for each of the edited pcap file. Both the times, it resulted in packet failure,

thus validating our generated C code for constraint engine. Table 5.2 summarizes the

results.

Table 5.2: C5 Constraint Evaluation with Anomalous Packet Data

Anomaly Total Number of Packets Number of Packets Parsed Number of Packets Failed

Different Source IP Address of Participant 3 3 1

Missing IGMP:V2REPORT Packet 3 3 1

5.2 Constraint C8 Validation

Constraint C8 specifies: A topic key is only published from a specific set of hosts. [8]

In some network systems, more than one publisher can write to the same topic data

and multiple readers can read it. To avoid any subscriber from another domain

publishing data to the same topic, C8 constraint is specified. When an IDS is run in

the learn mode, instead of evaluating the constraint tree, we store the data to the hash

table and save it to a file at the end of the run. We look-up the data stored by the

learn mode in the checking mode of IDS to evaluate it against the data from incoming

packets. As per the IBED DSL specifications, constraint engine code generated for

C8 provides logic to write constraint tree data to a file when IDS is run in learning

mode and later reads this data from the same file to check against the data from

incoming network packet in non-learn mode of IDS. Validating C8 we corroborate the

accuracy of the generated constraint engine C code for the realization of the learning

mode concept of the IDS.

For C8 validation, we follow the same process of validation as illustrated by fig-

ure 5.1. The steps are:
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5.2.1 Step 1: IBED DSL Specifications for C8

We first specify the pattern of the network packets for constraint C8 using the IBED

DSL specifications in the file constraints.dsl. We specify the tree skeleton statement

where we define the tree structure and specify the logical operation on the tree data

represented by the leaf nodes of the tree. We evaluate this constraint tree in our

last step to generate alert if tree validation fails. Figure 5.3 illustrates the packet

sequence along with the phases triggered by the packet type or sub-message type of

the packets. These phases also represent the life cycle of the C8 constraint tree.

ENV Keyword 
instead of packet 
or sub-message 

type

• Instantiate

RTPS Sub-
message 

type:DATAWSUB
(Publisher)

• Evaluate

Figure 5.3: C8 Packet Sequence and Corresponding Tree Phases

5.2.2 Step 2: Constraint Tree Structure and Hash Table Generation

Using the constraints.dsl file as the input to TXL file BuildHash.txl and BuildHashC-

File.txl we generate the files hashmap.h and hashmap.c. In addition to generating a

constraint tree structure and hashing operation function prototypes, read and write

function headers are also generated. Both these functions take the filename as the
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argument to which the data is written and read from. The function definition or

body to reader-writer functions are generated in the hashmap.c file along with the

hash table structure and hashing operation function definitions.

5.2.3 Step 3: Generation of Callback Function Definitions

The constraint tree phases are triggered by the incoming network packet type or sub-

message type of a protocol and the C code translated IBED DSL statements of each

phase are appended as the function body to the parser generated callback headers

of the corresponding packet type or sub-message type. Since the Instantiate phase

has keyword : ENV, we generate a custom callback header using TXL in callback.c

file. When the IDS is run in learn mode, the Evaluate phase stores the data from the

incoming packet to into the constraint tree. The tree is hashed and also the contents

of the tree are written to a file. When the IDS is run in checking mode, the data that

was written to the file is read and stored in the constraint tree in Instantiate phase.

This tree is then hashed to the hash table of the Instantiate phase. When Evaluate

phase is triggered, the constraint tree is validated based on the C expression built

from the tree skeleton IBED DSL statement. The generated C expression is given

below where the TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB is a pointer to the constraint tree hashed

to Instantiate phase hash table.

if (!((((((((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->Src)) ==

((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->Src1)))) &&

((((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->TopicName)) ==

((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->TopicName2))))) &&

((((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->TypeName)) ==
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((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->TypeName2))))) &&

((((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->ReliabilityQos)) ==

((TreeNodeEC8DATAWSUB->ReliabilityQos2)))))))

5.2.4 Step 4: Capturing Packet Data

We use a pcap file previously captured by Wireshark [28]. From this pcap file, we mark

the network packets: RTPS:DATAPSUB, RTPS:DATASUB and RTPS:DATAWSUB

and export them to another pcap file. All the exported packets have the same source

IP address which is 192.168.101.18. This pcap file specifies the network packet stream

free of any attacks and hence the constraint C8 depicting normal behaviour.

5.2.5 Step 5: Running the Constraint Engine Under Normal Scenario

The constraint engine code is run under normal scenario first in learn-mode and then

in non-learn mode. When run in learn mode, we have the attack-free and unaffected

system write environmental information of the network system to a file. Later we

read this data when the IDS is run in checking or non-learn mode. The results are

summarized in the table 5.3

Table 5.3: C8 Validation Under Normal Scenario

Total Number of Packets Number of Packets Parsed Number of Packets Failed
3 3 0

5.2.6 Step 6: Introducing Anomalies in the Network Packet Stream

We first make a copy of the original pcap file. The copied pcap file is used to in-

troduced anomalies to the network packet stream so that it deviates from its normal
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pattern or behaviour. When the constraint engine code is run on this edited pcap file,

it should result in packet failure. If it does results in a packet failure, our generated

constraint engine code is validated.

We introduced anomaly for constraint C8 by two ways:

1. Changing the Source IP Address : Here we try to simulate a scenario where

a new publisher is added to the network that is trying to write to the same

instance of a topic. For this, we change the source IP address of the RTPS

packet with sub-message type: DATAWSUB. Doing so, the source IP address

that was written to the file in learn mode will no longer be matched with the

incoming packet that triggered the evaluate phase. This will fail the constraint

tree evaluation as the corresponding C expression to the evaluation tree will

evaluate to false.

2. Changing one letter of the topic name : We try to create a scenario where we

let a publisher already on the existing IP address of the network to publish

a new topic that was never published before. To achieve this, we change the

topic name of the packet with sub-message type DATAWSUB. The result will

be packet failure as the tree evaluation fails on mismatch of the topic name of

the stored and incoming network packet.

After introducing the above anomalies one at a time, we run the constraint engine

code for each of the edited pcap file. Both the times, it resulted in packet failure,

thus validating our generated C code for constraint engine. Table 5.4 summarizes the

results.
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Table 5.4: C8 Constraint Evaluation with Anomalous Packet Data

Anomaly Total Number of Packets Number of Packets Parsed Number of Packets Failed

Different Source IP Address of Publisher 3 3 1

Different Topic Name: 3 3 1

5.3 Summary

In this chapter we explained the process of validating the generated constraint engine

code. We explained the process using constraints C5 and C8. For both the constraints

we wrote the IBED DSL specifications and using it as an input to the TXL file that

consists of transformation rules generated the C code. The generated C code is run

for pcap files with both normal and anomalous packets. The generated results with

packet failure for the pcap files with induced anomaly corroborates the accuracy of

the generated constraint engine code to detect anomalous packets and of the IDS

framework to generate network alerts for malicious attacks on the network systems.

In the next chapter we will draw conclusions to our thesis work and also discuss

some of the future work that can make the IDS framework a more powerful system

to generate network alerts for any unauthorized invasion to the network systems.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary and Conclusion

In the presented research, we extend the existing IBED DSL used for specifying con-

straints. The new designed DSL is more generic and is now capable of specifying

application data level constraints as proposed by Ayesha et al. [1] along with the

network data level constraints. The IBED DSL is now more readable, and provides

increased arithmetic, relational and logical operator support for evaluation of con-

straint tree as opposed to its previous version. The extended DSL also generalizes

the concept of looking up domain information and made the constraint specification

easy to specify when IDS is run in learn mode.

We also generate the C code from the extended IBED DSL using TXL. The TXL

takes IBED DSL specified constraints as the input and generates the C code run by

the constraint engine to detect anomalous packets.

We validate our research work by testing the generated constraint engine C code

against two different constraints, C5 and C8. We first run it with a pcap file showing
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normal packet behaviour so that none of the packet causes the constraint tree evalu-

ation failure. We then test the constraints against a pcap file where we change one

of the packet data fields to cause the constraint engine identify a failed packet. The

results for constraints C5 and C8 against both the original and test pcap files are as

expected and thus establishes the accuracy of the generated constraint engine code.

6.2 Future Work

The future work outlined for our research work is as follows:

• High Level SCL transformation to Mid-Level Extended DSL: The high

level abstraction of IDS framework is represented by constraints specified using

SCL. The extended IBED DSL specified constraints represents the mid-level

abstraction. Currently this mapping from high level to mid-level is manual, so

the future work holds for automating the generation of our new designed IBED

DSL from SCL.

• Testing for Application-Data Level Constraints: We tested the con-

straints at the network level but due to lack of data, we did not test the

constraints specified at the application data level. The future work holds to

simulate an environment as suggested by Ayesha et al. [1] and use the new

designed IBED DSL presented in the thesis to write application-data level con-

straints and test the generated constraint engine code to evaluate the specified

constraints.

• SIEM Software With IDS: SIEM(Security Information and Event Manage-

ment) software systems collect log and event data for a technology infrastructure
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and analyze it to detect any malware activities like unsuccessful logins to gen-

erate alerts [25]. The IDS can be a network probe,i.e data source for the SIEM.

The events occurred in the IDS system or the logs generated by the constraint

engine of IDS framework can be sent to SIEM where SIEM analyzes them to

generate alerts for any potential security threats.

6.3 Conclusion

We can conclude that the generated constraint engine code from the extended IBED

DSL constraint specification using TXL is both semantically and syntactically accu-

rate and capable of detecting malicious packets and further generate alerts for the

network system. The IBED DSL used for specifying constraints represents the mid-

level abstraction and the generated C code represents the low-level abstraction of

the IDS framework. Therefore, our thesis work generalizes the IDS by first, extend-

ing the IBED DSL and making it more generic and second, generalizing the TXL

transformation of new designed IBED DSL to C code.
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